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Note
This report presents the results of a number of research programmes funded by the UK 
Department for International Development (DFID) and the French Ministere des Affaires 
Etrangeres (MAE), with contributions from CORAF/WECARD and the EC. The results and 
analysis presented represent, however, the opinions of the authors alone.

The report begins with summaries of workshop proceedings and programme results in French 
and in English. This is followed by a detailed overview of proceedings and synthesis of 
workshop discussions in English. A number of annexes provide further information about 
the workshop, programme outputs and participant contact details.

While this publication summarises outputs from projects funded by the United Kingdom 
Department for International Development and the French Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres 
for the benefit of developing countries, the views expressed are not necessarily those of 
DFID or MAE.
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Synthese Frangaise de I'Atelier

Le contexte de (Initiative franco-britanm'que

Conformement aux conclusions du sommet Franco-britannique de 1995, qui appelait a une 
cooperation plus etroite entre les pays anglophones et francophones de FAfrique de 1'Ouest, 
trois programmes conjoints franco-britannique concernant le developpement rural ont etc 
mis en ceuvre. Ils ont eu pour objectif, sur trois themes strategiques, d'ameliorer les 
connaissances, les approches et de partager les lecons et les experiences entre des acteurs et 
des chercheurs du developpement francophones et anglophones en Afrique de 1'Ouest.

Ces programmes ont ete conjointement finances par les gouvernements fran9ais et britanniques 
et ils ont donne lieu a des collaborations entre partenaires francais, britanniques et ouest 
africains. Ils ont debute en 1996, chacun avec un programme de partenariat specifique avec 
des chercheurs africains, des institutions associees et une large gamme d'acteurs. L'un de ces 
programmes a aussi beneficie des financements d'une association partenaire ouest africaine et 
de la Commission Europeenne - CE (1'initiative CORAF).

Ces trois programmes ont aborde des themes comportant de forts enjeux regionaux tant 
macro-economiques que politiques et institutionnels. II s'agit des themes suivants :
  Les relations entre la recherche agronomique, la vulgarisation agricole et les organisations 

de producteurs (1'initiative CORAF).
  Les questions foncieres et 1'acces aux ressources naturelles.
  Les politiques du secteur Cacao en Afrique de 1'Ouest et du Centre.

Tous ces programmes ont developpe des collaborations avec differents acteurs et ont donne 
lieu a 1'organisation d'ateliers nationaux et regionaux, assurant ainsi une bonne diffusion des 
resultats et fournissant de nombreuses pistes de travail pour le futur.

Ils ont en commun d'avoir aborde des themes d'interet central pour 1'actuelle politique 
europeenne de developpement rural et tentent, chacun dans leurs domaines, de repondre a la 
question suivante :

Comment ameliorer les interactions entre Etats, marches et acteurs du developpement rural ajln 
d'aider les populations rurales a avoir un acces plus facile et un rneillcur controle de leurs 
ressources ?

Ces programmes ont tente, pour chaque domaine thematique, de :
  Comprendre les nouvelles formes du developpement dans le monde rural Ouest Africain, 

a travers les etudes realisees par des equipes de chercheurs et praticiens du developpement 
Ouest Africains, Francais et Britanniques.

  Identifier et analyser les nouvelles tendances a prendre en compte dans la formulation des 
politiques d'aide au developpement.

  Ameliorer les capacites des partenaires Ouest Africains.
  Rapprocher les conceptions des acteurs et chercheurs francais et britanniques sur les 

strategies de developpement rural par un echange permanent sur les methodes de travail 
et les resultats.



Franco-British-West African Research and Policy Initiatives in West Africa

Les objectifs de I'atelier

La cooperation britannique (DFID) et le Ministere francais des affaires etrangeres (MAE) ont 
soutenu 1'organisation d'un atelier de deux jours qui s'est tenu a ODI en septembre 2000, 
pour debattre de ces trois programmes. L'atelier etait conjointement organise par ODI (Londres) 
et Inter-Reseaux (Paris). II a rassemble des chercheurs britanniques, francais et africains 
impliques dans les programmes de collaboration, ainsi qu'un petit nombre de decideurs des 
politiques de developpement des gouvernenients francais et britannique. II a aussi associe 
quelques personnes impliquees dans d'autres initiatives proches, ainsi que celles travaillant sur 
la politique de developpement rural de l'Union Europeenne.

L'objectif general de I'atelier etait de faire le bilan des resultats de ces programmes conjoints 
en vue de contribuer a I'amelioration des politiques de cooperation en Afrique de 1'Ouest. 
Les objectifs specifiques de I'atelier etaient de partager des resultats, les productions de ces 
programmes de collaborations et d'elaborer une critique constructive des processus de 
collaboration pour en tirer des conclusions arm d'alimenter 1'elaboration des politiques de 
developpement rural de I'UE, du Royaume-Uni et de la France.

Resume des principaux resultats des programmes conjoints

Points clefs de chaque programme

Les trois programmes de collaboration ont fourni d'importantes lefons, et ceci a plusieurs 
niveaux. Us ont contribue a augmenter la connaissance et la comprehension des processus en 
cours, aux niveaux micro et meso, sur le foncier et 1'acces aux ressources naturelles, sur les 
relations entre recherche, vulgarisation agricole et organisations paysannes et sur les politiques 
du secteur cacao en Afrique de 1'Quest et du Centre.

Resultats du point de vue de la methode

Ces trois programmes ont donne 1'occasion de nombreuses collaborations entre acteurs de 
differentes institutions et de difFerents pays. L'analyse de ces processus de collaboration permet 
de degager quatre resultats principaux du point de vue de la methode.

a) Enseignements du processus de collaboration
La collaboration Franco-Britannique a mis en evidence les difficultes specifiques et les 
limitations liees au caractere bilingue des equipes de travail, reunissant de surcroit des specialistes 
de cultures professionnelles tres diverses. Ces aspects augmentent de maniere significative les 
couts de collaboration. Malgre ces contraintes, les trois programmes de collaboration ont 
permis de degager des resultats tres positifs, dans au moins deux domaines :
  Les contraintes de la traduction ont fourni de nombreuses occasions de debattre de facon 

detaillee des concepts et des methodes utilisees dans le monde francophone et anglophone. 
Cela a permis de preciser les visions du developpement rural, de rendre possible des 
debats fructueux et de construire les fondements d'analyses partagees qui peuvent utilement 
etre mobilises sur d'autres themes relatifs aux politiques de developpement rural en Afrique 
sub-saharienne.

  La comparaison des processus de changement entre pays anglophones et francophones est 
riche d'enseignements sur les questions clefs concernant les politiques de cooperation en

10
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Les relations entre la recherche, la vulgarisation agricole et les organisations de 
producteurs
Ce programme a mis en evidence :
 Le fait que les organisations paysannes jouent un role croissant dans la defense des 
interets de leur membres lorsqu'elles sont federees a un niveau plus haut que celui du 
village (regional, national, ...)  Ce role peut devenirtres important lorsque ces organisations 
de producteurs sont reconnues formellement par leur gouvernement, lorsqu'elles sont 
fondees sur une libre association et lorsqu'elles sont articulees autour d'organisations 
traditionnelles fortes ou basees sur un secteur de production agricole.

 [.'importance de prendre en compte les contextes politique, legislatif, institutionnel et 
macro-economique dans le developpement de liens entre la recherche agronomique, la 
vulgarisation agricole et les organisations paysannes.

 La necessite de developper des mecanismes d'incitation au sein des institutions de recherche 
agronomique pour mieux orienter leurs activites vers la resolution de problemes proposes 
par les producteurs, a travers :
- la poursuite des politiques de decentralisation des instituts nationaux de recherche 
agronomique ;
- des politiques de gestion des ressources humaines incluant des elements materiels de 
motivation afin de stimuler un engagement participatif de la recherche et des modes de 
collaboration et de dialogue effectifs avec les organisations paysannes et les groupements 
agricoles; .
- la creation de cadres de negotiation et de concertation incluant des representants des 
organisations paysannes et pas seulement des agriculteurs isoles.

 Le besoin de renforcer les capacites techniques et strategiques des organisations paysannes 
afin de leur permettre de formuler effectivement des demandes a leurs partenaires (recherche 
et vulgarisation agricole).

Le fonder et I'acces aux ressources en Afrique de I'Ouest
Ce programme a permis de developper une analyse approfondie des « droits derives » d'acces 
a la terre, aux ressources naturelles et de I'articulation entre usages locaux et structures 
gouvernementales locales ou nationales. II souligne la diversite des contextes locaux et les 
difficultes d'etablir des politiques foncieres au niveau national. Ce programme a aussi elabore 
un cadre d'analyse global pour mieux comprendre la diversite des situations locales et 
identifier des tendances communes dans les differents pays etudies.

Ces tendances peuvent etre rapidement resumees. Elles concernent: (1) un accroissement 
du role des « nouveaux paysans », provenant de zones urbaines etinvestissant dans I'activite 
agricole un capital acquis en dehors de I'agriculture ; (2) les processus de concentration de 
I'usage des terres et la differentiation sociale croissante dans les zones a fort potentiel 
economique ; (3) I'importance des « droits derives » en particulier pour les femmes et 
d'autres categories de population « dominees » (les jeunes et les populations migrantes).

11
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Politique du secteur cacao

Ce programme a mis en evidence la necessite de suivre de pres les changements rapides lies 
aux processus de liberalisation de la filiere cacao. II a constate la faiblesse de la recherche 
agronomique concernant La comprehension des processus de changement economiques et 
institutionnels dans le secteur du cacao. II est necessaire a L'avenir d'impliquer, dans une 
optique de comprehension des processus et de definition des politiques, des representants 
des gouvernements, des organisations de producteurs et du secteur prive qui jouent un role 
majeur dans le secteur cacao. Etablir des reseaux pour suivre ces processus et participer a 
I'elaboration de politiques sectorielles implique cependant des couts eleves et necessitent 
des engagements dans la duree de la part des acteurs clefs.

milieu rural, en particulier sur la decentralisation et la definition des roles respectifs de 
1'etat, du secteur prive et de la societe civile dans le developpement rural.

b) La pertinence d'une approche regionale
Malgre la diversite des situations nationales etudiees, le choix de privilegier un cadre d'analyse 
regional dans chacun des programmes a permis, en croisant les analyses nationales, d'identifier 
des themes transversaux et des questions communes aux differents pays. Ces elements identifies 
par les trois programmes peuvent fournir des bases utiles pour de futures politiques de 
developpement rural. Plus generalement, une meilleure comprehension des principaux 
changements en cours dans les domaines consideres (foncier, la liberalisation des filieres, 
orientation par la demande de la recherche agronomique et de la vulgarisation agricole), 
permet aux differents acteurs et partenaires africains de renforcer leurs capacites de definition 
et de mise en ceuvre des politiques. Cela leur permet une meilleure prise en compte des 
contextes nationaux au regard de 1'experience des autres pays africains, facilitant en cela 
1'identification des moyens par lesquels ils peuvent ameliorer leurs institutions et leurs activites.

c) Mieux articuler les niveaux micro, meso et macro
Les trois programmes se sont plus attaches a 1'analyse des niveaux micro et meso. Par la 
richesse de 1'analyse des processus locaux et des evolutions institutionnelles, ils apportent 
neanmoins d'utiles elements pour I'elaboration des politiques au niveau national et regional. 
En particulier, ils mettent bien en evidence 1'importance de prendre en compte la diversite 
des situations locales au moment de formuler des politiques globales dans les secteurs de 
1'agriculture et du developpement rural.

d) Les resultats de la collaboration
Ces programmes temoignent de 1'importance d'appuis pluridisciplinaires sur le long terme 
comme facteur clef pour renforcer les capacites des institutions de recherche africaines et des 
praticiens locaux du developpement. Malgre des difficultes liees parfois a des formes de 
partenariat trop formalisees, ces programmes ont permis d'identifier les reseaux de partenaires 
africains competents pouvant contribuer a ameliorer les capacites des pays africains a definir 
leurs propres politiques de developpement rural. Cette construction de « capital social », 
issue d'un contact regulier entre europeen et partenaires africains, a permis d'accroitre la 
confiance mutuelle. Quoique 1'impact direct de ces programmes soit parfois difficile a estimer, 
ce tissu de relation et de competences peut jouer un role important dans les annees a venir, 
en particulier s'il est mis au service d'autres initiatives concernant les politiques de 
developpement rural en Afrique de 1'Ouest.

12
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Identification de themes pour de futures actions

Pour une approche regionales des questions de developpement rural

• L'importance d'avoir des echanges internationaux dans des doniaines d'interets communs 
n'est plus a demontrer, en particulier sur des themes concernant 1'ensemble ou une partie 
des pays africains (ex : questions foncieres, evolution de Felevage pastoral, gestion commune 
des ressources, effets de la liberalisation et des processus de decentralisation sur les moyens 
d'existence et les institutions locales, efFets des ajustements structurels).

  Les sujets pour lesquels Fapproche regionale est particulierement utile sont nombreux. 
On peut rapidement lister, sans pretendre a 1'exhaustivite : la terre et 1'acces aux ressources 
naturelles, les « ressources collectives» partagees (ex : biodiversite), la liberalisation des 
filieres (ex : cacao), les questions transfrontalieres (ex : rimmigration).

L'approche processus : pragmatisme, concertation et formulation des 
pobtiques

• II y a un besoin d'ameliorer la comprehension des processus d'elaboration des politiques 
de developpement rural en facilitant 1'implication des differents acteurs (societe civile, 
secteur prive) dans ces processus dans une logique d'apprentissage. Les processus 
d'elaboration et de mise en ceuvre des politiques de developpement necessitent des 
mecanismes de suivi prenant en compte les changements lies au contexte global dans 
lequel elles s'inscrivent.

  Etant donne la complexite des questions traitees et des structures institutionnelles 
considerees, une approche pragmatique est de rigueur. II faut definir des objectifs realistes 
et specifiques, dans le cadre d'un agenda precis pour determiner le contenu et les modalites 
des interventions dans le domaine du developpement rural. Ceci est a relier la prise de 
conscience croissante de la necessite d'adopter des approches concertees pour mettre en 
oeuvre des interventions reussies.

  Le succes d'une politique depend en partie du degre reel d'implication des differents 
acteurs concernes. Les trois questions centrales sont done : Comment identifier les acteurs 
pertinents en jeu ? Qui sont les populations cibles ou le public reellement concerne ? 
Jusqu'a quel point les gouvernements sont-ils prets a enclencher des debats publics sur les 
objectifs des politiques nationales ?

Les response bilites des agences d'aides

• II est maintenant reconnu qu'une meilleure co-ordination entre les agences d'aide dans la 
mise en oeuvre de leurs actions est importante. Ceci est plus particulierement necessaire 
entre les Etats membres de 1'UE dans la perspective des cadres globaux de developpement 
(Comprehensive Development Framework) qui se mettent en place au niveau des pays pour 
faciliter la collaboration entre agences d'aides. Une telle co-ordination est necessaire pour 
eviter les incoherences et les conflits entre les politiques et les interventions.

  Les donateurs doivent trouver un subtil equilibre entre le travail avec les gouvernements 
nationaux et le travail avec la societe civile   specialement lorsqu'un debat public national 
se developpe avec des liens aux niveaux local et regional.

13
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Renforcer Les capacites pour ['elaboration des politiques des pays 
afncains partenaires

• Les priorites des politiques de developpement rural doivent integrer 1'objectif de 
renforcement des capacites institutionnelles en vue d'ameliorer le dialogue sur les politiques 
nationales et, pour ce faire, prevoir des moyens pour un acconipagnement de long terme 
des processus de negociation entre les acteurs des differents niveaux, dans les pays africains.

  II est important d'identifier les modalites qui permettront de renforcer les capacites des 
differents acteurs (Etats membres de l'UE,les organisations internationales.les departements 
des gouvernements nationaux qui traitent de developpement rural et d'agriculture, les 
autres institutions, les ONG nationales et internationales, les organisations locales de 
developpement et leurs acteurs) de facon a contribuer a la formulation des politiques de 
developpement rural entre les partenaires des pays en voie de developpement.

  Une etude complementaire pourrait analyser les processus et les resultats des cas connus 
ou des politiques agricoles ont etc negociees entre 1'Etat et les organisations paysannes 
(ex : le CNCR et PASOP au Senegal; le contrat-plan pour la filiere coton au Mali ; la 
consultation nationale sur la politique agricole en Gambie). Cela pourrait permettre de 
developper une methodologie qui exposerait les facteurs necessaires et les bonnes pratiques 
pour developper une agriculture nationale et des politiques de developpement rural.

Les capacites a construire ies organisations locales

Les organisations paysannes ont besoin d'appuis pour developper leurs capacites strategiques 
a prendre des decisions et influer sur les politiques a travers des engagements effectifs dans le 
processus de dialogue nationaux (ex : les consultations avec la societe civile autour des Papiers 
de Reduction Strategique de la Pauvrete — PRSP). Neanmoins on doit se souvenir combien les 
gouvernements sont parfois hesitants dans leur volonte de promouvoir un tel dialogue. Pour 
les agences d'aide, le soutien aux processus de concertation nationaux (PRSP, cadres globaux 
de developpement ) et la possibilite d'associer a ce travail la diversite des acteurs locaux 
(universitaires, organisations de la societe civile, ONG, etc.) peut rendre ces processus plus 
lourds a gerer.

Partager et diffuser les resultats

• Les modes de diffusion des resultats de ces programmes doivent etre ameliores, en particulier 
a 1'attention des decideurs et des autres acteurs locaux. II y a un besoin croissant de trouver 
de nouvelles modalites de diffusion des resultats des programmes de collaboration et des 
initiatives politiques aux niveaux regionau'x et locaux et ceci sous une forme accessible 
aux usagers locaux (modules de formation, integration dans les processus de renforcement 
des capacites des organisations paysannes,...). II y a aussi besoin d'etablir des modalites par 
lesquelles ces resultats pourraient nourrir les discussions au sein de la CE et etre partages 
entre les Etats membres et d'autres acteurs europeens (ONG,...).

  Concretement, les resultats des programmes conjoints de Finitiative franco-britannique 
pourraient aussi etre presentes et discutes de maniere approfondie avec les acteurs clefs 
dans les six pays etudies (ex : organisations paysannes, ONG, fournisseur de services agricoles 
et autres organes gouvernementaux nationaux et regionaux, ainsi que le secteur prive). 
Ces rencontres pourraient etre utiles pour identifier le contenu de formations et des 
mecanismes de diffusion de reformation en vue de renforcer les capacites locales.
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Synthese Frangaise de ('Atelier

Pourquoi cette experience est-elle importante pour la CE ?

Les trois programmes analyses lors de cet atelier, et la richesse des resultats qu'ils ont fourni 
sur les institutions locales et leurs pratiques, peuvent apporter des elements utiles a la CE, 
dans le cadre de la formulation des politiques de developpement rural. Ceci d'autant plus 
lorsqu'il s'agit de definir des politiques a partir d'une comprehension des rapports entre les 
politiques nationales, les contextes regionaux / locaux, la diversite des groupes du monde 
rural, leurs atouts et les voies par lesquelles les pauvres en milieu rural peuvent consolider 
leurs moyens d'existence. La CE a une experience plus pratique dans la formulation de 
strategic et la realisation de programmes de developpement, en collaboration avec des 
partenaires nationaux. Par contre, des observateurs estiment que jusqu'a maintenant, elle a 
moms bien reussi dans la maniere de relier les experiences pratiques, les analyses du niveau 
micro avec les processus de formulation de strategies globales pour le developpement rural.

En definitive, les programmes de 1'initiative franco-britannique permettent de degager les 
eriseignements suivaiits :
  Us soulignent 1'importance de relier les donnees du niveaux micro avec les politiques au 

niveau macro et les strategies de developpement : la CE gagnerait a developper des 
mecanismes de collecte et de synthese des resultats et des connaissances que les differentes 
initiatives de developpement peuvent apporter a travers les Etats membres pour les relier 
directement a sa strategic de planification de ses interventions.

  Us apportent des elements sur la maniere de conforter les populations rurales dans leur 
acces a differentes ressources et ceci dans differents contextes.

  Us apportent des propositions pour des cadres d'analyse pluridisciplinaires valides au-dela 
des habituelles limites linguistiques, nationales et scientifiques.

  Us demontrent comment des initiatives de collaborations bilaterales sur le developpement 
rural peuvent fournir des resultats utiles permettant d'alimenter la formulation des politiques 
de la CE. La CE pourrait encourager et soutenir de telles collaborations entre Etats membres 
et renforcer les processus par lesquels ces travaux pourraient informer les prises de decision 
de la CE, en particulier dans la selection des activites qui vont se developper suite aux 
recents accords de Cotonou.

La CE a des capacites limitees d'accroitre sa propre collecte de donnees sur le milieu rural 
dans le grand nombre de pays ou elle est engagee dans des programmes d'aide au 
developpement rural. La CE pourrait utilement mobiliser les connaissances accumulees par 
les programmes de 1'initiative franco-britannique mais aussi par d'autres initiatives (tels les 
travaux de 1'IIED sur les organisations pastorales et du GRET sur la pauvrete et les inegalites) 
afin d'enrichir les processus d'elaboration des politiques de cooperation. Cela permettrait de 
mieux prendre en compte les enseignements tires de 1'analyse des organisations locales, des 
institutions, des droits et des ressources mais aussi de faire vivre le principe de subsidiarite, 
faisant progressivement passer la responsabilite des decisions aux institutions les plus proches 
du terrain.
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Quelles etapes suivantes pour La CE ?

Afin de mieux contribuer a 1'elaboration des politiques de developpement rural de la CE, les 
differents acteurs impliques dans les programmes evoques pourraient apporter leurs 
contributions sur les resultats, les enseignements et les perspectives issues de ces travaux ou de 
futures etudes. Ces contributions pourraient permettre de :
  Diffuser plus largement et de maniere plus detaillee les resultats des programmes realises 

dans le cadre de 1'initiative franco-britannique afin de faire de la DG Developpement de 
la CE le lieu cle d'une reflexion innovante et d'analyses sur les politiques de developpement 
a 1'attention du monde rural.

  Publier les travaux finalises des differents programmes sur le site Rurpol (www.rurpol.org), 
en faisant des liens avec les themes clefs et les principaux documents de la politique 
europeenne de developpement rural.

  Faire participer chaque annee un groupe de personnes impliquees dans les differentes 
initiatives nationales ou bilaterales aux discussions envisagees dans le cadre d'un forum 
europeen sur la cooperation au developpement rural.

  Mobiliser des fonds regionaux europeens pour soutenir de futures collaborations dans le 
domaine du developpement rural en Afrique de 1'Ouest en s'appuyant sur les initiatives 
deja realisee par certains Etats membres.
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Background to the Franco-British Initiative (FBI)

Following the Franco-British summit in 1995, which called for closer co-operation between 
anglophone and francophone countries in West Africa, three jointly funded policy-oriented 
rural development initiatives were developed with a view to sharing knowledge, approaches, 
lessons and experiences between francophone and anglophone development specialists in 
West and Central Africa. The EC and CORAF/WECARD, the West and Central Africa 
agricultural research organisation, also contributed funds to one of the programmes. 2

The three programmes concentrated on themes of central importance to the region in the 
context of significant macro-economic, political and institutional changes in the 1990s:
  research   extension   farmers' organisation linkages (the 'CORAF Initiative');
  land tenure and derived rights of access to natural resources; and
  West and Central African cocoa policy.

Each programme involved:
  collaboration between French, UK and West African partners;
  significant degrees of stakeholder consultation at regional, national, and local level;
  regional, national and local workshops for consultation and dissemination of results; and
  the establishment of a variety of dissemination pathways for lessons learnt.

They also had in common a key issue of central interest to current rural development policy:

How best can interaction between state, policy makers and rural development actors be facilitated 
so that rural people gain increased access to, and control over, resources?

Workshop objectives

UK Department for International Development (DFID) and the French Ministere des Affaires 
Etrangeres (MAE) sponsored this 2-day workshop co-organised by Inter-Reseaux (IR), Paris, 
and the Overseas Development Institute (ODI), London, held at ODI in September 2000. It 
brought together the French, British and West and Central African researchers involved in 
the collaborative programmes, UK and French government rural development officials; and 
a number of specialists involved in other relevant initiatives.

Overall, the workshop aimed to capitalise on the products of the collaborative process and 
contribute to the improvement of rural development co-operation policy. The specific 
objectives of the workshop were to share the results and outputs of these collaborative

2 The EC contributed funds to hold a consultative workshop with CORAF/WECARD in Dakar in January 1999 

to discuss the draft reports generated by the FBI-funded 6-country research programme dubbed the CORAF 

Initiative. This examined case studies of linkages between agricultural research organisations, extension 

and farmers' organisations for improved technology generation and dissemination. CORAF co-funded the 

initiative - providing one researcher to the team and also co-funding the Dakar workshop cited above. See 
Section A, Session 1, Study 3, page 40 for more details.
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programmes, elaborate a constructive criticism of the process of collaboration, and draw 
lessons to inform current rural development policy in West Africa (particularly those of the 
EC, UK and France). The workshop also discussed which specific issues were common 
priorities to French, British and EC approaches to rural development and fitted with priorities 
ofWest African partners.

Main conclusions from the Franco-British Initiative programmes

Key points arising from each programme

The results of the three collaborative programmes are summarised in the three following 
boxes.

Land tenure and resource access in West Africa
This study developed an increased understanding of derived (e.g. secondary rights of access 
to natural resources, such as share cropping) rights of access to land and natural resources 
and of processes by which customary and local government structures interact. It emphasised 
the importance of taking into account the diversity of local contexts and the difficulties in 
establishing relevant and effective policies on tenure at the national or macro level. The 
study developed an analytical framework that helped go beyond highlighting diversity to 
identifying the most significant trends common to all the countries studied.

These trends include: in certain regions, the increased role in rural agriculture of 'new 
farmers' that move into rural areas from urban areas and invest capital drawn from outside 
agriculture into agriculture; processes of concentration and consolidation of land holdings; 
notable social differentiation (inequalities) in economically dynamic areas; the importance 
of derived rights for women and other categories of people suffering from subjugation or 
inequality: e.g. young and non-indigenous people. This is particularly important in defining 
who has access to productive land.

West and Central African Cocoa Policy Research and Analysis Networking
Agricultural research has very poor understanding of the economic and institutional dynamics 
of change in the cocoa sub-sector. This programme pointed to the need to monitor the 
rapid changes linked to the process of economic liberalisation occurring in this sub-sector, 
and to take into account the regional nature of the cocoa sub-sector in West and Central 
Africa. Lessons can be learned from the experiences of neighbouring countries. However, 
this should be done through a process that involves officials from government, farmers' 
organisations and private sector producers that play a major role in these developments 
and in cocoa production.

Building genuine partnership takes time and often requires efforts to build the capacities of 
partners and building a shared commitment involves learning and negotiating at all levels. 
Establishing regional policy networks involves high transaction costs and therefore will not 
succeed without adequate funding and commitment from the key actors.
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Agricultural research, extension and farmers' organisation linkages for improved 
technology generation and dissemination
This study highlighted the following:
 the fact that farmers' organisations play an important role in defending their members 
interests, and are particularly effective where they are federated at a level higher than 
the village (regional; national...), accepted legally and formally by the government, are 
based on free association, have leaders that are accountable to members and represent 
their interests, arise out of strong traditional institutions or are based on around the 
production or processing of a commodity, or a profitable economic activity;

 the importance of a favourable political, legislative, institutional and macro-economic 
context to the existence of farmers' organisations and the promotion of strong linkages 
between these and public or private agricultural research and extension organisations;

 the need to more strongly encourage agricultural research institutions and researchers to 
direct their research towards solving development problems through: a continued policy 
of decentralising national agricultural research institutes; a human resources management 
policy and adequate material incentives for researchers to engage in participatory research/ 
formal and informal modes of collaboration and dialogue with farmers' organisations and 
farmer groups; establishment of negotiating fora and consultative frameworks which 
include farmers' organisation representatives and not solely successful, individual private 
farmers; and

 the need to strengthen farmers' organisations' technical capacities and resources so that 
they can formulate effective requests to agricultural service providers (this could be 
promoted, for example, through the establishment of funds dedicated to farmers' 
organisation proposals as part of agricultural service projects).

Lessons on collaboration, methods, approaches3

a) Lessons from the process of collaboration
Collaborative Franco-British approaches experienced specific difficulties that arose from 
working in multi-lingual teams, bringing together specialists from highly different academic 
disciplines and working cultures.This added significant transaction costs to the collaboration. 
Nonetheless, there were two very positive results in relation to the collaborative process 
itself:
  the need for translation provided opportunities for debate on francophone and 

anglophone concepts and methods, helped bring different visions of rural development 
closer and helped build the foundations upon which deeper analysis and more fruitful 
collaboration could be developed; and

  the comparison of processes of change in francophone and anglophone countries 
provided important lessons on processes of decentralisation and the appropriate roles of 
the State and non-state actors (private firms, farmers' organisations and civil society) in 
rural development.

A fuller summary of the results of each programme is presented in Section A, page 31.
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b) Value of a regional approach
Despite the great diversity of contexts studied, the regional character4 of the approach taken 
to analysing rural development and policy in each of the programmes led, through the 
comparative analysis of country experiences, to the identification of a core set of cross- 
cutting themes and issues (see below). The programmes have a contribution to make to 
improved formulation of rural development policy in the following areas:
  identification of the key issues and trends in rural development in West and Central 

Africa; and
  strengthening the capacities of African decision makers, development actors and specialists 

through:
-improved understanding of the major underlying trends in francophone and anglophone 
rural development theory, approaches, policies and strategies (e.g. in the areas of land 
tenure, liberalisation in export sub-sectors, improved accountability of and increasingly 
demand-led agricultural research and extension organisations);
- development of tools, case studies and data that provide objective analysis of their 
national situations, helping to put their experiences in perspective set against the wider 
context of the experience of other (neighbouring) African countries; and
-identifying practical ways to improve their institutions and activities.

c) Linking micro, meso and macro levels
Whilst the three programmes generally focused less on macro-level policy, they each yielded 
a wealth of new empirical case study data   particularly at the local, micro-level and intermediate 
or'meso'level. In some cases, this data was drawn on to inform recommendations for national 
policy and approaches - hence contributing to bridging the micro-macro divide. 5 The data 
and analysis made linkages between national policies and the strategies followed by local 
people and their village level institutions. Above all, the detailed empirical data on case study 
contexts highlighted the importance of taking into account the diversity of local situations 
and drawing on data on local institutions and contexts before formulating broad-brush rural 
development policy agendas.

d) Results of collaboration
These collaborative programmes showed that long term multidisciplinary technical support 
and partnership with northern institutions is a key factor in strengthening the capacities of 
African research institutions and development practitioners. Despite the difficulties encountered 
when processes of partnership 'were over-institutionalised or too formalised, the programmes

4 West and Central Africa are sometimes referred to elsewhere as a 'sub-region' of countries with specific 

similarities or linkages (e.g. in trade, migration patterns etc.), with Africa as a whole seen by some to be 

the wider 'region'. However, perceptions of regions and sub-regions vary among development actors. To 

avoid confusion, for simplicity this report uses 'regional' throughout, referring to an approach that focuses 

on a number of countries in the same geographical area as distinct from bilateral approaches that focus on 

single countries. In this report, the region referred to is usually West Africa.
5 For example, policy recommendations on creating an enabling context in which more effective and 

widespread partnerships with farmers' organisations can be developed, or recommendations on the care 

required in attempts to develop national, broad-brush tenure policies in the face of customary institutions 

and local diversity (see studies of Research-Extension-Farmers' organisation linkages and land tenure/ 

derived rights in Section A, Session 1, page 32).
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helped to identify skilled and able African partners and resource persons. This has made a 
direct contribution to improving the capacity of African professionals to define and articulate 
their countries' rural development policy priorities. The creation and strengthening of social 
or professional capital through regular contact between European and African partners has 
resulted in increased trust and confidence in the partnerships, and the development of new 
collaborative ventures. While the impacts of the FBI programmes remain somewhat intangible 
at present, their importance and significance will become more apparent over years to come
  evidenced in continuing and new collaborative initiatives on rural development in West 
Africa.

Summary of themes emerging from discussions and pointers for 
future action

Advantages of a regional approach to rural development issues

  It is relevant and important to have regional exchanges on areas of common interest to 
donors and West African partners. Areas where such approaches hold most promise include: 
sharing information and experiences of successful policy development and implementation 
(for example concerning land tenure, mobility of pastoral livestock, common property 
resources, the effects of liberalisation and decentralisation processes on livelihoods and 
local institutions, participatory approaches to development and capacity building, and 
coping with structural adjustment). Similar challenges are faced in a number of different 
countries in West and Central Africa, and substantial benefits have already been drawn 
from existing regional initiatives.

  Issues for which regional approaches appear particularly useful include: land and natural 
resource access, shared 'collective resources' (e.g. plant genetic material), liberalisation of 
sub-sectors (e.g. cocoa), transborder issues (e.g. migration) and sharing policy expertise 
(cf. the Reseau d'Expertise sur les Politiques Agricoles (REPA) initiative on sharing 
expertise in agricultural policy).

Process issues: pragmatism, consultation and policy formulation

• Greater emphasis on understanding policy processes and processes of stakeholder interaction 
and learning is required.The processes of policy development, implementation and change 
need to be closely monitored and adapted in the face of changes in the wider context.

  Given the complexities of the issues and institutional structures involved, a pragmatic 
approach is key: starting out by setting modest goals and developing a limited agenda, and 
then building effective rural development interventions upon this. This fits well with the 
increasing recognition of the need to adopt consultative,'process' approaches to developing 
successful rural development interventions.

  Successful policies depend on the extent to which the policy development process is 
claimed and owned by primary stakeholders. Three key questions here are:

-how can the relevant players and stakeholders be identified?
-who are the target populations or relevant 'public'?
-to what extent are governments likely to accept public debate on national policy 
objectives?
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Donor responsibilities

  Greater co-ordination and coherence among donor policies, strategies and interventions 
and co-ordination of the budgets managed by each donor is required. This is particularly 
important among EC member states, and in the context of comprehensive development 
frameworks being established between groups of donors.

  Donors must strike a careful balance between working with national governments and 
working directly with civil society, noting the fact that debates on public policy in any 
country must take place at the national level, albeit informed by local level discussions.

Buiiding capacities for policy formulation in African partner countries

• Priorities for policy initiatives must include building institutional capacity for enhanced 
policy dialogue at the national level and long term support for the process of negotiation 
between actors at all levels in African partner countries.

  Further ways to strengthen the capacities of different collaborators (EC member states, 
international organisations, national government departments concerned with rural 
development and agriculture, other national institutions, international and national NGOs, 
local development organisations and actors) to contribute constructively to rural 
development policy formulation in partner developing countries need to be identified.

  Further comparative analysis of process, results and outcomes in situations where agricultural 
policies have actually been negotiated between the State, farmers and farmers' organisations 
would be valuable (for example, with the national producer organisations such as Conseil 
National de Concertation et de Cooperation Rurale (CNCR) and the organisation 
'PASOP' in Senegal; the plan/contract for the cotton sub-sector in Mali; Comite Permanent 
Inter-Etats de Lutte centre la Secheresse au Sahel (CILSS) and Club du Sahel-supported 
national consultation on agricultural policy in The Gambia). This could contribute to 
developing a methodology or approach that sets out key factors necessary (or best practice 
guidelines) for developing appropriate national agricultural / rural development policies.

Capacity building for local organisations

• Producer organisations and other civil society actors need assistance in developing their 
strategic decision-making capacities and ability to influence policy through more effective 
engagement in processes of national dialogue on development policies (e.g. Poverty 
Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) consultations with civil society). However, the extent 
to which national governments really wish to promote such dialogue is unclear, and 
donors may lose some flexibility to work with a range of actors in developing countries 
(academics, civil society organisations, NGOs etc.) if they sign up to the PRSP or 
Comprehensive Development Framework (CDF) approaches.

Sharing and disseminating results

• If donor investments in rural development initiatives such as those presented here are to 
make a difference, the most effective modalities and mechanisms for dissemination of 
research findings to stakeholders and decision-makers need to be identified. Innovative 
ways of disseminating the results of collaborative programmes and policy initiatives at the 
international, regional, national and local levels are needed. Materials also need to be
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produced in a format accessible to local rural users to truly build ownership of rural 
development interventions. The results of such initiatives could also be fed into EC rural 
policy discussions and shared among member states and other development actors through 
fora such as the new annual EC rural forum.

  Specifically, results of the programmes could be presented to, and discussed with, the key 
state and non-state actors concerned in the West and Central African countries where 
they were undertaken: for example farmers' organisations, CBOs, NGOs, agricultural 
service providers, national and local government bodies, and the commercial private sector. 
A series of meetings at each level in each country would be a first step to identifying a 
demand for, and the content of, training or dissemination activities that strengthen local 
capacities.

Relevance of these studies for EC, UK and French rural 
development policies

The three FBI programmes, and the rich data they provide on local institutions and practices, 
provide a number of lessons useful in the EC's rural development policy formulation process 
and to current UK and French debates on approaches to rural development. Contributions 
are concentrated in the following areas:
• Helping the EC make the link between micro, meso and macro levels: the EC 

has much practical experience in strategy formulation and in the implementation of rural 
development programmes in collaboration with partners, but it has been less successful in 
linking practical lessons from project experience and micro-level data with strategy 
formulation and macro-level policy initiatives. The EC would benefit from developing 
ways of collecting and summarising the results of different rural development initiatives 
being promoted by member states and connecting them directly to EC strategic planning 
processes.

• Detailed case study data: rich contextual data on the assets of rural people that are key 
to their livelihoods and the ways in which access to these should be supported and 
strengthened has been collated and analysed in relation to a number of specific West 
African contexts.

• Collaborative processes and multidisciplinary analytical frameworks: comments 
on the practicalities of undertaking collaborative processes have been synthesised to inform 
and improve future collaboration; ideas for developing multidisciplinary analytical 
frameworks that cross linguistic, cultural and scientific boundaries have been developed.

• Importance of bilateral initiatives in informing the approaches of multilateral 
institutions: the programmes provided examples of how spontaneous bilateral initiatives 
on rural development yield results that can usefully feed into rural development policy 
formulation in multilateral institutions.

• Lessons on roles for the EC: the EC can play a pivotal role in sharing information on 
collaborative initiatives, encouraging and supporting further collaboration among EU 
members and strengthening the processes by which they can feed into the EC's decision- 
making processes and selection of specific rural development interventions. This is especially 
relevant in the context of the Cotonou agreement replacing the Lome Convention.

The EC has limited capacity to increase its own collection of micro-level data on diverse 
rural contexts. However, it can more proactively draw on the rich micro and meso-level data 
and analysis provided by member state initiatives such as the FBI and other bilateral programmes
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to inform the development of more pertinent and appropriate rural development co-operation 
policies and frameworks. These would take into account the lessons from local organisations, 
institutions, rights and resources. They would also build on the principle of subsidiarity, 
passing responsibility for decisions to institutions at the lowest practical level.

In order for the programmes discussed at the workshop to add value and effectively inform 
EC, UK, and French rural development policies and interventions, as a minimum, the following 
activities could be undertaken:
  submit policy-oriented summaries for dissemination on the EC's rural policy website 

(www.rurpol.org), making links as appropriate with DFID sponsored websites e.g. 
(www.dfid.gov.uk, www.livelihoods.org), and the MAE e.g. (www.diplomatie.fr/ 
cooperation);

  disseminate results widely in other international fora (conferences such as the World 
Bank/IFAP's Producer Organisation workshop in 1999; academic conferences; 
development-oriented websites...);

  present and discuss the results at the annual EC rural development forum; and
  while recognising that the EC may have the comparative advantage in providing regional 

funds for further collaborative initiatives on rural development in West and Central Africa, 
the results of and professional relationships established in the FBI could be capitalised 
upon by establishing further co-funded Franco-British programmes in collaboration with 
West African partners on specific rural development themes where the policy orientations 
each actor coincide.
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Foreword

Two questions feature prominently on the development agenda at present, and this collaborative 
initiative has contributed answers to both. The first question is about substance: how can 
rural poverty be reduced? The second question is about process: what steps must donors and 
their Southern partners take, if they are to live up to their aspiration of working more coherently 
together?

The first question is not new, but remains urgent: some three-quarters of the 1.2 billion 
people living below $US 1 per day live in rural areas, but aid to agriculture and rural 
development has fallen by two thirds. New thinking is needed to reinvigorate policy in this 
area.

The studies summarised here do not cover all possible issues in rural development, but they 
do shed light on important topics, all in the context of a regional focus on "West Africa: the 
institutions and organisations of the rural sector (land tenure, farmer and pastoralist 
organisations), research and extension systems, and policy towards cash crops (in this case, 
cocoa). West Africa is changing fast, transformed over the past generation by population 
increase, urbanisation, migration towards the coast, liberalisation of the economic environment, 
and, in too many cases, civil conflict. National situations differ markedly between former 
French and British colonies. Nevertheless, there are common themes.
  First, a regional focus is unavoidable in West Africa, because of economic linkages and 

migration flows, but also because countries are producing similar crops for similar 
international markets. Thus, effective commodity policy (for example, for cocoa) cannot 
be made without an understanding of the regional character of cocoa production and 
trade flows.

  At the same time, and at a working level, regional collaboration remains full of pitfalls: as 
the cocoa case again illustrates, the transaction costs are high, and there are sometimes real 
conflicts of interest between countries competing for markets or market share. Genuine 
partnership at a regional level needs investment in trust-building and analytical capacity, 
and consensus building on policy.

  From both regional and national perspectives, rural development needs to be set in the 
wider context of poverty reduction. The current international consensus, as represented, 
for example, in the World Bank's World Development Report for 200071, emphasises a 
three-legged approach to poverty reduction, based on opportunity (or growth), 
empowerment, and security. Rural development policy will need to cover similar territory, 
for example on the empowerment of rural people, and on the responsiveness of the state 
to their needs.

  Here, the research shows that the participation of rural people in policy-making is greatly 
enhanced when it is rooted in an effective organisational reality. For example, farmers' 
organisations are shown to be effective in increasing the influence of their members, but 
only under certain conditions: when they are federated at a higher level than the village, 
given a formal role in policy-making, and with a membership bound together by a common 
interest in remunerative productive activities.

  This sounds plausible, but at the same time, the heterogeneity of the sector needs to be 
remembered when constructing national policies:'farmers' are not a homogeneous group. 
For example, the research shows that rural people have different rights of access to resources,
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and that rural producers undertake a range of agricultural and non-agricultural activities 
to generate livelihoods. The poor may be excluded, not only from representative institutions, 
but also from access to resources; legal reform in the 'modern' sector may make the 
situation worse, not better. Thus, the research on land tenure shows that many farmers, 
especially marginalised groups, can derive their access to land indirectly, and that local 
customary laws (which give poor people access) often conflict with new land laws based 
on market principles (which may not).

  Heterogeneity and local specificity imply the need for careful, local analysis of rural 
development problems and opportunities. The real challenge to rural development policy 
in West Africa, however, will be to make the connection between the local, the national 
and the regional. Regional and national analysis cannot be made in ignorance of local 
reality; by the same token, local priority setting needs to take regional and national factors 
into account.

This brings us to the need for team-working, and to the second question, about how to 
achieve policy coherence, at all levels, and involving all partners   especially given that a key 
feature of the FBI programmes was the principle of collaboration between French and UK 
institutions with West African partners to respond to West African development priorities. 
Here, the programmes provided some important lessons.
  First, as with the formation of cocoa policy, a key lesson is that building genuine partnership 

takes time and often requires efforts to build the capacities of partners. Different partners 
  whether from North or South   come to the table with different conceptual frameworks, 
ways of identifying problems, analytical methods, and policy prescriptions. Building a 
shared commitment involves learning and negotiating at each of these levels.

  From a research perspective, partnership needs to begin early, at the stage of research 
planning, where conceptual frameworks and analytical approaches will need careful 
discussion. Steering committees can be useful to provide direction and facilitate ongoing 
dialogue, with members drawn from each of the sponsors of a research programme.

  The experience reported here also suggests that research needs to have an institution- 
building component, which strengthens the technical, methodological and analytical 
capacities ofWest African partners.This will include strengthening the capacities of research, 
extension and farmers' organisations to work together.

  Finally, one of the lessons drawn is that the research process does not come to an end 
when the research results become available: for research to be well-used, a large investment 
is needed in dissemination and dialogue, with rural people and with policy-makers.

There are implications for donors in all of this, and the case studies provide ample support to 
the current enthusiasm for donor co-operation. France and Britain are important actors in 
development, individually, as EU partners, and as members of the wider international 
community. The Franco-British initiative has provided lessons for collaborative endeavours 
within the EU and a platform for further Franco-British-West African collaboration on areas 
of common interest in the future. Will that potential be realised?

Simon Maxwell, Director, Overseas Development Institute, January 2001
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Introduction

The key issue: 
How best to promote 
and facilitate interaction 
between the state, 
policy makers, rural 
development actors and 
local communities so 
that rural people in West 
Africa gain increased 
access to and control 
over resources and hence 
improved livelihoods.

The Franco-British Initiative (FBI)

Following the Franco-British summit in 1995, which called for 
closer co-operation between anglophone and francophone 
countries in West Africa, three policy-oriented rural development 
initiatives were developed with a view to sharing knowledge, 
approaches, experiences and lessons between francophone and 
anglophone development specialists in West Africa.

The three programmes were jointly funded by the French and 
British governments, and involved collaboration between French, 
British and West African partners in support of West African 
priorities. They were launched in 1996, each with a project 
memorandum drawn up in partnership with African researchers, 
institutional partners and a wide variety of stakeholders. One of 
the programmes also attracted funding from a regional West African 
partner organisation and a contribution from the EC (the CORAF 
Initiative).

The three programmes concentrated on themes of central 
importance to the region in the context of significant macro- 
economic, political and institutional changes in the 1990s:
  research - extension - farmers' organisation linkages;
  land tenure and derived rights of access to natural resources; 

and
  West and Central African cocoa policy.

These programmes had in common a key issue of central interest 
to contemporary rural development policy of European 
development agencies:

How best to promote and facilitate interaction between the state, 
policy makers, rural development actors and local communities so 
that rural people in West Africa gain increased access to and control 
over resources and hence improved livelihoods

The programmes were based upon a number of premises:
  recognition of the changing political climate in Africa, with 

increased pressures towards decentralisation and local level 
empowerment - including decision-making over the allocation 
of funds by government departments of agriculture;

  increasing pressures on the natural resource base in the region, 
requiring better focused policies;
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  liberalisation and macro-economic reform leading to increased 
emphasis on agricultural marketing and processing, with the 
consequent increase in importance of non-state actors involved 
in these activities and increased importance of the clients of 
agricultural services (farmers' organisations, private sector, co 
operatives...);

  increased emphasis on finding mechanisms to encourage 
agricultural services to become more demand-led as funds 
available to national extension and research services diminish;

  the declining contribution of agriculture and natural resources 
to GDP in the region, indicating stagnation and decline, in the 
context of the significant impact of policies such as devaluation 
of the Franc CFA (the regional currency of the West African 
francophone community of states directly linked to the value 
French franc) and the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs 
(GATT) round on agriculture in the region. Designing the 
correct policy response and managing the necessary policy 
changes in this context is difficult and many countries are not 
well-equipped to do this; and

  differing colonial and post-colonial histories in anglophone 
and francophone West African countries provide a wide variety 
of experiences that can usefully be drawn upon to inform 
approaches to management of natural resources, common 
property resources and pastoral grazing systems.

Why hold a workshop?

The FBI represented a considerable investment of UK and French 
development assistance funds. A key underlying objective of the 
various programmes supported by the FBI was to work 
collaboratively with regional partners in support of priorities 
identified by them. Further, the FBI was a special professional 
collaboration between French, British and francophone and 
anglophone African rural development specialists, which developed 
valuable and in many cases lasting professional and institutional 
linkages. However, there had been few opportunities for the results 
of these programmes to be shared between all concerned and their 
contribution contemporary French, British, EC and West African 
rural development policy debates had yet to be explored. The 
collaborative initiatives could specifically inform the British and 
French governments in the context of wider EU and international 
co-operation on rural development policy.

Hence, following meetings at the Club du Sahel/Inter-Reseaux 
(IR) consultative workshops on aid policy reform in Paris (Spring 
1999), and the World Bank workshop on mainstreaming 
partnerships with producer organisations (June 1999), several 
institutions involved in the FBI agreed on the usefulness of holding
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the workshop was to 
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products of the FBI with 
a view to contributing to 
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development coopera 
tion policy on rural 
issues in West Africa.

Introduction

a workshop that brought together French and British development 
specialists and policy makers to capitalise on programme outputs. 
A small number of UK and French specialists who had worked on 
relevant themes but in parallel initiatives not funded by the FBI 
were invited to bring external perspectives and broaden debate on 
lessons and future perspectives. The UK Department for 
International Development (DFID) and the French Ministere des 
Affaires Etrangeres (MAE) agreed to jointly sponsor the workshop 
to be held at the Overseas Development Institute (ODI).

Workshop objectives and outputs

The overall objective of the workshop was to capitalise on the 
products of the FBI, drawing on lessons from three relevant non- 
FBI initiatives, with a view to contributing to the improvement of 
development co-operation policy on rural issues in West Africa. 
The workshop focused on the ways in which rural institutions 
and actors interact among themselves and with their broader 
environment to improve access to resources and livelihoods. This 
led to a reflection on the development policy measures required to 
encourage better synergies between macro-level policies (such as 
those on decentralisation, poverty reduction, participation and 
capacity building), rural institutions and diverse, micro-level, 
context-bound rural realities and livelihoods.

More specifically, the workshop aimed to:
  share the results and outputs of the collaborative FBI 

programmes;
  elaborate a constructive criticism of the process of collaboration 

(advantages, limitations and frustrations);
  discuss themes common to French, British and EC initiatives 

on rural development and that fit with key issues and priorities 
currently facing West Africa;

  inform current rural development policy; and
  discuss the potential for future collaborative initiatives.

Participating institutions (see Appendix 2, page 78, for list)

Four groups of participants were invited to the workshop:
i. francophone and anglophone Europeans and West Africans

directly involved in the collaborative projects (researchers who
participated on behalf of ODI, CIRAD-Tera, OPM, GRET,
IIED and CQRAF6 );________________________

6 Centre de cooperation Internationale en recherche agronomique pour le 
developpement (Cirad), Oxford Policy Management (OPM), Group de Recher 

che et d'Echanges Technologiques (GRET), International Institute for Envi 

ronment and Development (IIED), and Conseil Quest et Centre Africain pour 

la Recherche et le Developpement Agricoles (CORAF).
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ii. West African researchers who were directly involved in 
undertaking the collaborative projects;

iii. a small number of rural development specialists working on 
related themes in the UK, France and Europe (from IR, Institut 
de Recherche pour le Developpement (IRD) and non-FBI 
initiatives managed by researchers from GRET, TIED and ADE);

iv. representatives from the main funding partners (DFID and 
MAE).

Presentations
The presentations at the workshop included the following:

FBI programmes
• CIRAD/CORAF/ODI study of research-extension-farmers' 

organisation linkages in West and Central Africa (Pierre Marie 
Bosc, CIRAD-Tera; Jean Zoundi, INERA (Institut de 
FEnvironment et des Recherches Agricoles in Burkina Faso); 
Karim Hussein, ODI)

  IIED/GRET work on land tenure issues rights of access to 
resources in West Africa (Camilla Toulmin, IIED; Jean-Pierre 
Chauveau, IRD)

  OPM/CIRAD on the West and Central African Cocoa Policy 
Research and Analysis Networking (Bruno Losch, CIRAD  
Tera; Jim Gilling, OPM)

Parallel initiatives

  IIED work on strengthening pastoral organisations (Ced Hesse, 
IIED)

  IRD/GRET study of the consequences of household behaviour 
and social dynamics in a period of change on public policy and 
poverty (Marc Levy, GRET)

  EU Rural Development Policy and Strategic Framework (Luc 
Lefebvre,ADE)

Structure of this report

Section A of this report provides an overview of workshop 
proceedings, outputs presented and the process of collaboration. It 
identifies key themes emerging and pointers for future action.

Section B provides a synthesis of workshop conclusions and 
operational lessons arising, and proposes ways forward.

Section C includes Appendices listing programme outputs in detail, 
workshop participants and contact details, the workshop 
programme, and profiles of the organising institutions.
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Section A: Overview of 
Workshop Proceedings

There is a general 
consensus that poverty 
reduction is a central 
objective of
development assistance, 
but this is accompanied 
by a concern that 
producers should be 
given increased voice in 
poverty reduction 
strategies.

Introduction

The workshop was opened by the Simon Maxwell, Director of 
ODI, who welcomed participants. He went on to stress the 
importance of development agencies and donors working together 
to overcome the enormous challenges currently facing rural 
development. In particular, he highlighted the importance of 
collaboration among EC member states and hoped that such 
collaborative ventures as these might establish useful foundations 
for future initiatives. He noted that the intellectual and institutional 
challenges presented by the changing context of rural development 
are significant. Key changes and trends include:
  technical change, population increase, smaller farm size and 

greater degrees of landlessness;
  globalisation, changing trade regimes and general exposure of 

rural people to pressures of the international economy; and
  urbanisation: a likely urban majority by 2020 will exert increased 

demands on rural areas.

Mr Maxwell argued that rural development policies are needed to 
respond to these trends and to the increased vulnerability of the 
rural poor to external shocks. There is also a need to identify and 
support effective livelihood strategies, to encourage increased 
diversification of rural livelihoods, acknowledging the increased 
importance of non-farm activities in rural livelihoods. In short, a 
niche had to be found for the rural poor in a changing world.

It was noted that there is now a general consensus amongst donors 
that poverty reduction is a central objective of development 
assistance, but this is accompanied by a concern that producers 
should be given increased voice in poverty reduction strategies. 
The World Bank and EC are both currently engaged in devising 
new strategies for rural development.This workshop was therefore 
an important opportunity to influence the policy debate and 
'capture' the emerging rural development policy agenda and move 
it forward.

Mr. Maxwell stressed the importance of European development 
agencies developing a common voice on development issues 
moving towards a more coherent European development strategy. 
He encouraged the extension of groups of'like-minded' donors, 
building bridges between institutions, developing policy networks
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The workshop hoped to 
encourage improved 
policy dialogue between 
diverse rural 
development actors.

and strengthening international links across the development 
community. Specifically, he argued that there is scope for forging a 
closer alliance between French and British specialists and working 
together to better address the challenges facing rural development.

The workshop organisers, Karim Hussein (ODI) and Denis Pesche 
(IR), then highlighted opportunities presented by the workshop 
as it brought together diverse actors involved at different levels of 
rural development policy, research and practice. The workshop 
hoped to encourage improved policy dialogue between these rural 
development actors.

The research developed 
understanding of the 
varied arrangements by 
which people gain 
access to land and other 
resources, particularly 
those known as 'derived 
rights' or 'droits 
derives'. The need to 
address natural resource 
conflict was also 
highlighted.

Session 1: Process, Outputs and Results

Study 1: Land tenure and derived rights7
(Camilla Toulmin, IIED)

Overview
This programme, jointly managed by GRET and IIED, developed 
an in-depth understanding of the various arrangements by which 
people gain access to land and other resources, known as 'derived 
rights' or 'droits derives'.These include such institutions as share- 
cropping, pledge and mortgage of land, tenancy, gift and loans. 
There are major changes taking place in these forms of arrangement 
as land becomes more valuable and new actors enter the land market, 
and the evolution of derived rights must be understood in the 
broader context of social, economic and political change.

The research programme has also examined the articulation 
between customary authority and a range of state structures, at 
local, meso and national levels. The research highlights the fact 
that the diversity of situations between localities and countries 
makes it difficult to design detailed land tenure provisions and 
policies at the national level. Rather, the results emphasise the central 
importance of establishing mechanisms for addressing conflict and 
resolving disputes over land and resources at the local level. Such 
mechanisms need to be seen to operate in a transparent, equitable 
and accountable manner if they are to acquire sufficient legitimacy 
amongst different stakeholders, to ensure their effectiveness.

Important trends identified in the West African region include: 
  the increased role of 'new farmers', often from urban areas, 

who are investing capital in rural activities;

7 Copies of the full research summary distributed at the workshop are available 

from ODI and further related publications are referenced in Appendix 1 (p.73).
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  land concentration in economically dynamic areas;
  the importance of derived rights for more marginal social groups, 

such as women, younger men, and incoming migrants;
  widespread processes of decentralisation and establishment of 

elected local government; and
  and major impacts on neighbouring lands from rapid growth 

in urban areas.

Background
The issue of land tenure in West Africa is a critical one. Growing 
competition for increasingly scarce land resources emphasises the 
need for clear supportive mechanisms to help people assert claims 
to land. In most countries existing systems and institutions are 
limited and there is growing recognition of the need to decentralise 
structures and power. Several countries are currently involved in 
pilot programmes and many are also going through processes of 
decentralisation. This project has focused on the diversity of 
arrangements for land tenure in West Africa, how and why they are 
changing, and the impact these changes have had.

Aims and objectives
The objective of the project was:

To address more effectively the issues and policy options concerning 
land tenure and resource access, with the aim of capacity strengthening 
amongst key policy makers, research institutions, NGOs and other 
interest groups, opening up new and innovative approaches for 
sharing experience and information between and amongst English 
and French speaking Africans.

Activities and outputs
The first phase of work was mostly focused on a programme 
initiated by the French Ministere de la Cooperation prior to the 
FBI, but it benefited from some UK contributions. Key outputs 
and activities from Phase I included:
  document on current thinking and experience on land issues 

in West Africa and a synthesis volume;
  lexicon of French-English terms on land tenure in West Africa;
  annotated bibliography of key texts on land tenure in Africa; 

and
  Workshop in Goree, Senegal, bringing together 20 West African 

researchers and experts on land tenure issues to discuss and 
compare experiences.

Documents were published in French with advice and inputs from 
the UK IIED team. The workshop was co-organised by GRET 
and IIED and provided a forum for English and French speaking 
researchers and allowed wide-ranging discussions. Full proceedings
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Problems surrounding 
language, varied 
definitions and 
intellectual frameworks 
presented a significant 
challenge to research 
teams, but also 
generated positive 
results.

were published and disseminated in French and English in mid- 
1997.

The second phase of collaboration built on the first, but was a 
jointly designed research programme focusing on two major 
themes:

Theme A: Derived rights to land and natural resources
English and French speaking West African researchers were 
identified to carry out research on derived rights and natural 
resources in Ghana, Nigeria, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Cote 
d'lvoire and Senegal. A workshop was held in Accra to discuss 
research proposals, methods, tools for fieldwork, analysis of data 
and policy implications. Fieldwork was carried out at various sites 
on plantation agriculture, peri-urban agriculture, high value wetland 
areas in drylands, zones of new settlement and migration. An 
analytical workshop was held in Ouagadougou following the 
research to present and discuss findings and identify cross-cutting 
issues. Final reports will be published by the end of 2000.

Theme B: Articulation between customary and local 
government structures
A report has been drafted from a case study in Ghana on State land 
administration and modes for land resource management at meso and 
local levels.

On the UK side, five key outputs with policy significance were
produced: 8
i Support for the preparation ofDFID/Ministere de la Cooperation

(now Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres (MAE)) Land Policy Brief, 
ii Land tenure and Resource Access in West Africa and Opportunities

for the next 25 years; 
iii Land tenure lexicon: A glossary of terms from English and French

speaking West Africa; 
iv Networking proposal on Land tenure issues in West Africa, for

joint funding by DFID and MAE; and 
v Toulmin, C, Lavigne Delville, P andTraore S, (eds.) forthcoming,

The Dynamics of Resource Tenure in West Africa.

Problems encountered
  Problems surrounding language, definitions and intellectual 

frameworks presented a significant challenge, but also had 
positive results. They tended to slow down the  whole process 
of research, but the synergy of ideas and approaches was 
nevertheless very valuable. Translation of the land tenure lexicon 
from French to English proved complex and necessitated careful

' See Appendix 1 (p. 73) for full list of outputs.
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reflection on the francophone and anglophone perspectives and 
academic traditions, but also left a lasting resource for future 
work in the field.

  The interests and behaviour of French and British governments 
were at times different and the UK was less interested in funding 
research in francophone areas.

  It was difficult to identify adequate numbers of West African 
researchers with the required multi-disciplinary team research 
skills and experience.

  It proved much easier to build constructive links between British 
and French researchers than between anglophone and 
francophone West Africans. The latter takes time to build 
confidence and trust.

  Communications within francophone West Africa are relatively 
strong, but communications links between francophone and 
anglophone West African countries are weak.

Lessons learned and themes for future work
Key lessons included the need to:
  build closer collaboration between French, British and West 

African collaborators;
  find the appropriate balance between the contribution of 

different researchers and partner institutions;
  build partners' needs and interests into programmes from the 

beginning;
  engage more directly in policy debate; and
  establish a joint steering group including both funders (French 

and UK) for collaborative projects: their role can be key, 
particularly in defining a strategic research framework.

Important themes for future study include:
  ensuring more security of claims over land;
  legitimising local processes and institutions;
  promoting improved articulation between local, customary and 

state structures to encourage more constructive debate;
  the impact of decentralisation on land management; and
  the impact of market transactions, the commoditisation of land 

and associated changes in local institutions.

Summary of discussion
These collaborative programmes involved large numbers of people 
from different professional backgrounds. A key factor in the success 
of collaborative programmes is the degree of synergy between these. 
Here, the role of the joint steering committees is very important 
as they can provide direction and facilitate ongoing dialogue with 
the donors.
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Rural development 
policy must take into 
account the dynamic and 
varied nature of rural 
conditions.

The challenge of taking 
account of diversity and 
empowering local 
institutions is to balance 
devolution of authority 
with some sort of 
supervisory power.

No matter what kind of 
law is put in place, 
fundamental problems 
of conflicting customary 
laws and of 
commoditisation will 
continue to exist unless 
the broader problem of 
poverty is addressed.

Rural development policy must take into account the dynamic 
nature of rural conditions, for example civil society changes 
continuously, rural populations are less local and more 
heterogeneous and stakeholders increasingly diversified. This 
dynamism has acquired new force, leading this research to 
emphasise: the diversity of local contexts; the implications of this 
diversity for developing relevant and effective national level policies; 
the need to move away from universal blueprints to policies tailored 
to specific circumstances; and, above all, the need to achieve 
consensus through more representative bodies which can address 
rival claims to resources more effectively.

Dealing with diversity by empowering local institutions is, however, 
somewhat problematic. Whilst the experience of developing 
centralised solutions to land tenure and resource access problems 
has been poor, it was also acknowledged that the risk of local elites 
taking over new structures is great. The challenge therefore, is to 
balance devolution of authority with some sort of supervisory 
power.

It -was argued that land titling programmes led by central 
government often encourage key actors to take strategic actions in 
support of their interests that create more insecurity in tenure rather 
than reduce it. Key questions surround the difference between 
land security and equity. Although a number of technical measures 
have been devised to address this, these have often rapidly 
encountered problems. For example, in Cote d'lvoire actors are 
developing anticipatory strategies in the face of proposed change. 
Further, there is a tendency to overlook the degree to which these 
issues are politicised at the local level. This is particularly problematic 
in relation to process of privatisation of customary law. Solutions 
to such problems extend beyond technical ones to adapting local 
government. A West African collaborator noted that no matter what 
kind of law is put in place, fundamental problems of conflicting 
customary laws and of commoditisation will continue to exist unless 
the broader problem of poverty is addressed. Poor people are 
increasingly forced to sell land which they cannot afford to cultivate 
and disparities between rich and poor continue to grow.

There is an important link between agricultural intensification 
and land tenure/ownership rights. Land tenure and resource access 
problems are subject to multiple overlapping factors and agro- 
economic explanations are over-simplistic. Indeed, agricultural 
productivity is a function of access rather than tenure   and degrees 
of access are much more difficult to ascertain.

Finally, programmes must be subject to continuous monitoring, 
and mechanisms to feed back lessons from experience into decision-
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making processes need to be established. A key issue remaining is 
establishing the appropriate balance between regional, national and 
local or meso-level approaches to tackling these problems: is there 
a way to combine these approaches to that each adds value?

Study 2: West and Central African cocoa policy 
research and analysis networking9
(Bruno Losch, CIRAD-Tera and Jim Gilling, OPM)

Overview
This research programme set out to enhance knowledge and 
improve the policy-making process in the cocoa sub-sector in West 
and Central Africa. The programme remains unfinished having 
been halted midway through. However, a number of important 
results to date should be highlighted.

Agricultural research generally has a poor understanding of the 
economic and institutional dynamics of change in the cocoa sub- 
sector. There is a need to monitor the rapid changes linked to the 
process of economic liberalisation occurring in the cocoa sub- 
sector. This monitoring process should involve a range of actors, 
including representatives of government, farmers'organisations and 
private sector producers that play a major role in developing these 
policies and in cocoa production. This can be done through the 
establishment of policy networks. However, establishing policy 
networks involves high transaction costs and therefore cannot 
succeed without adequate funding and long term commitment.

Background
It has been difficult to establish effective holistic, multi-sectoral 
agricultural policy initiatives (e.g. West African Policy Network 
(P>JEPA/WAPN) promoted by France with UK support in 1996). 
This programme therefore decided to focus on a single sub-sector: 
cocoa.The entry point was via a research network.The cocoa sub- 
sector was selected for a number of reasons:
  cocoa is of great social, political and economic importance in 

the sub-region;
  production of cocoa is still carried out predominantly by poor 

smallholders;
  cocoa is one of the principal sources of revenue for the rural 

poor;
  the continued spread of cocoa production into new areas has 

had significant economic and environmental impacts; and finally
  cocoa has been at the heart of the economic liberalisation debate

9 Copies of the full research summary distributed at the workshop are available 

from GDI and further publications from the organisations referenced in 

Appendix 1 (p. 73).
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in West Africa and a major focus of policy debate between 
donors and partners.

Aims and objectives
Primary objectives included to:
  enhance local knowledge on the impact of liberalisation;
  improve training, policy and management in the cocoa sector;
  initiate a dialogue between researchers and decision-makers and 

between anglophone and francophone agencies; and
  identify themes and opportunities for investment in local policy 

research.

Additional objectives included to:
  strengthen regional and national capacity for policy research;
  identify African partners that had demonstrable competence 

for financial and technical support in the sector;
  help strengthen anglophone and francophone links; and
  improve the process of formulation and management of cocoa 

policy in the context of liberalisation and globalisation.

The programme was funded by DFID and MAE, managed and 
facilitated by CIRES (Centre Ivorien du Recherche Economique 
et Sociale), a research organisation based in Cote d'lvoire, and had 
a predominantly African steering committee. Technical support 
was provided by the University of Birmingham, OPM and CIRAD.

Activities and outputs
An initial workshop was held in February 1998 in Abidjan to 
engage regional universities and research institutions (from Cote 
d'lvoire, Ghana, Togo, Nigeria and Cameroon). A region-wide 
call for papers was put out and a steering committee established to 
guide research in preparation for the main workshop. A regional 
workshop on liberalisation was then held in November 1998, which 
aimed to identify principal themes for further research. An extended 
list of outputs can be found in Section C, Appendixl, page 76.

Problems encountered
The project encountered a number of practical problems, the most 
serious of which was the failure of the regional secretariat, eventually 
leading to the suspension of the programme. There was some 
confusion, between the concepts of'networks' and 'networking'. 
The fact that the group was composed mainly of researchers was 
also limiting, and a number of problems arose due to changes in 
the original team. Two other constraints were critical:
  lack of consistency between the strategies of different donors 

(especially in levels of financing and duration of support); and
  high transaction costs of working with regional assemblies and 

inter-agency working groups.
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Local ownership of the 
policy debate is needed 
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formulation through 
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engagement, adequate 
financing, flexible 
management and 
institutional support 
from donors.

There were a number of technical difficulties associated with the 
research partners: quality of the majority of research papers tended 
to be given a lack of resources; knowledge of core policy issues 
and practical issues faced by growers tended to be weak; knowledge 
about stakeholders in the liberalisation process was limited; and 
analytical approaches were weak.

Lessons learned and themes for future work
Four key lessons for cocoa policy development were drawn:
  inter-government economic competition can be an obstacle to 

regional economic integration in certain sectors;
  there is a lack of awareness and analysis of the impact of 

liberalisation;
  the process of building development policies is a public good; 

and
  local ownership of the policy debate is needed for policies to 

be ultimately sustainable.

In spite of the suspension of the programme in response to the 
problems cited above, the importance of cocoa policy indicates 
that further work is required. However, this should take account of 
the following lessons:
  it is imperative to include public, private and non-governmental 

agencies in the process of policy development; and
  strengthening the capacity of all key actors (including partners) 

for policy research and analysis is an important precondition 
for enhancing ownership of policies and therefore information 
and training-based programmes should be supported.

An important operational conclusion is that strengthening capacity 
through establishing networking is costly. It requires long-term 
engagement, adequate financing, flexible management and 
institutional support from donors.

Summary of discussion
Many West African partner institutions have not yet fully taken on 
board current international policy and research debates (e.g. 
contemporary thinking on economic liberalisation, the roles of 
the private sector and civil society). Bridging the gap between the 
knowledge and practice of partner institutions and current 
international policy debates is therefore vital. In order for West 
African partners to be able to articulate their problems and engage 
in meaningful policy debate with potential donors, efforts need to 
be devoted to increasing their exposure to new information quickly 
and enhancing their capacity for critical analysis. However, 
government and partner participation in the liberalisation debate 
remains limited, and this can stifle ownership of policy responses. 
Hence, in order for this network to be successful, all stakeholders
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need to be actively involved, an enlarged and active steering 
committee needs to be established to provide strategic advice to 
the network, and there needs to be a sustained financial 
commitment.

In a globalised economy, it is important that actors are aware of 
what other countries are doing in a sub-sector, as isolation 
undermines the competitive position of producers. However, the 
extent to which this is a regional rather than a national policy 
issue is debatable: cocoa producers compete within the region and 
may have difficulty in agreeing common objectives.

Other important issues include:
  European development agencies have a poor record on funding 

capacity building for management systems and research 
networks; and

  it is important to establish stronger links between research and 
policy discourse. Research programmes with less ambitious aims 
and tighter deadlines can provide more manageable, relevant 
and timely inputs into decision-making processes, and that have 
greater influence on policy.

Remaining questions include:
  how best can producers be involved?
  what added-value is there in taking a regional approach?
  What type and degree of donor funding is required to support 

the establishment of an effective network? Is it affordable?

Establishing policy networks is a complex task which requires a 
flexible, iterative approach.The challenge of institutional complexity 
often overshadows core research objectives. Success ultimately 
depends on donor commitment to support lengthy processes of 
negotiation between various stakeholders, and on the fundamental 
commitment of West African countries themselves: without national 
ownership, there can not be any long term sustainability.

Study 3: Research-extension-farmers' organisation 
linkages10
(Pierre-Marie Bosc, CIRAD-Tera, Karim Hussein, ODI and Jean
Zoundi, INERA, Burkina Faso)

Overview
This study in West and Central Africa was carried out within the 
framework of the CORAF Initiative, with support from MAE,

10 Copies of the full research summary distributed at the workshop are avail 
able from ODI and further publications from the organisations referenced in 
Appendix 1 (p. 73).
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DFID and the EU. Field studies were carried out in Cameroon, 
Ghana, Guinea, The Gambia and Burkina Faso by the ODI/ 
CIRAD/CORAF team. A sixth study was carried out in Nigeria 
by a consultant commissioned by DFID, using the same analytical 
framework.

Farmers' organisations can play an important role in defending 
their members' interests where they are: representative; federated at 
a level higher than the village; legally and formally accepted by 
government; and members have in common a profitable economic 
activity or the production of a key commodity. However, it is also 
important for there to be a favourable political, legislative, 
institutional and macro-economic context if strong linkages 
between farmers' organisations, agricultural research and extension 
organisations are to develop. In addition, there is a need for:
  a continued policy of decentralising national agricultural research 

institutes;
  material incentives for researchers to engage in participatory 

research and dialogue with farmers' organisations; and
  establishing consultative frameworks that are more representative 

of farmers' organisations (not solely involving private farmers).

Lastly, it is crucial for farmers' organisations' technical capacities 
and resources to be strengthened if they are to be able to articulate 
their needs and demands to agricultural service providers more 
effectively.

Aims and objectives
The programme aimed to address a number of well-established 
research issues in the light of the following social, political and 
economic developments in West Africa:
  technological innovation and its appropriation by producers;
  the crisis of research and extension systems and their financing; 

and
  the emergence of new development actors and the quest to 

identify their roles.

The programme merged the research interests of ODI (farmers' 
participation in agricultural research, NGOs and the role of the 
state) and CIRAD-Tera (farmers' organisations, agricultural research 
and innovation). The study examined the role of agricultural 
research in technology generation and dissemination processes and, 
more specifically, the role that farmers' organisations and other 
civil society actors play in these. The main objective of the study 
was to highlight the technical, economic and institutional conditions 
that influence the development of effective collaborative linkages 
between research systems, farmers and farmers organisations.
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An enabling political, 
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The research was conducted at the regional and national level, 
actively engaging with national research institutes in each country. 
The distribution of activities was balanced between francophone 
and anglophone countries (The Gambia, Ghana, Burkina Faso, 
Cameroon, Guinea, and Nigeria). While there was considerable 
convergence on priority research issues and analytical framework, 
there were some differences in the methodological approach applied 
by the different country teams. Nonetheless, this collaborative 
initiative established strong and lasting professional and institutional 
relations between French, British, and anglophone and francophone 
West and Central African partners.

Activities and outputs
A common analytical approach and conceptual framework was 
first developed by the research team, drawing on a literature review. 
Sixteen previously undocumented case studies were examined in 
the field, permitting comparative analysis of diverse organisations 
and types of linkages. Case study results were analysed at a workshop 
in Montpellier, France, at the end of 1998 and preliminary project 
findings were presented and discussed with senior CORAF 
representatives in Dakar, Senengal, in January 1999. An extended 
list of outputs can be found in Section C, Appendix 1, page 73 
which includes a number of resources available on the internet.

Problems encountered
Three main problems were encountered. Firstly, the involvement 
of local farmers' organisations was fairly limited in comparison 
with the involvement of the donors, research institutions and 
CORAF. The research process was characterised by lengthy 
negotiations between the latter, generating high transaction costs. 
Secondly, the collaborating donors operated different funding 
mechanisms that made it difficult to mobilise funds for the study 
quickly. Thirdly, promotion and dissemination of programme 
outputs could have been more extensive, particularly at the 
grassroots level.This could have made a real contribution to future 
development of effective linkages between actors.

Lessons learned
The following lessons were identified:
  the political, economic, legislative and institutional context is 

critically important in creating an enabling environment for 
agricultural research, extension agencies and farmers' 
organisations to form partnerships with other actors;

  there is a high degree of diversity amongst farmers' organisations, 
in particular in terms of organisational structure (e.g. federal or 
not), representativity, scale of activities and place in the national 
legislative framework;
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• the capacity of organisations to undertake economic 
cooordination varies significantly across country contexts;

  collaboration between agricultural research and farmers' 
organisations depends on a minimum number of conditions: 
research policies oriented towards development needs; 
participatory approaches to research; means by which research 
can capitalise and learn from experience; and strengthened 
regional collaborative networks;

  building linkages between research and farmers' organisations 
implies a reciprocal recognition of the value of the roles of 
each and a clear division of responsibilities;

  partners must also be ready to accept that partnership involves 
significant transaction costs; and

  the strength of social capital and varying institutional density 
in each context are key issues defining the potential for successful 
linkages.

Policy recommendations and themes for future work
In order to realise the full potential of collaboration with farmers' 
organisations, especially in making agricultural services more 
demand led, this study highlighted the need to:
  support the emergence of farmers' organisations, and strengthen 

their economic, management and technical capacities, with a 
particular emphasis on supporting the development of their 
technical and economic objectives;

  assist extension services and research organisations to take into 
account the requests, or demands, of farmers' organisations and 
formulate them into research issues through a discussion process 
with farmers' organisations (alongside training in participatory 
methods);

  assist farmers' organisations and civil society actors in formulating 
requests for research and in participating in research processes, 
especially through the creation of 'catalytic' research and 
extension funds;

  strengthen the capacities of research, extension and farmers' 
organisations to work together;

  further investigate the effectiveness of various organisations in 
terms of support for producers; and

  develop methodologies to strengthen the capacities of farmers' 
organisations to play an active role in policy formulation.

Summary of discussion

• Comparative advantages of regional approaches to rural 
development compared to national approaches. Regional 
approaches to research rooted in successful local-level 
collaboration between research systems and rural stakeholders 
benefit from closer relationships between actors and a deeper
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Making agricultural 
services more 
downwardly accountable 
to end-users is vital. 
Partnerships with 
producer organisations 
are a key avenue to 
achieving downward 
accountablity.

understanding of the importance of context. Questions and 
issues that can be addressed by research can thus be better 
targeted to the real problems faced by farmers in each context. 
However, where regionalisation is limited to the sum of 
individual country priorities, rather than understood as truly 
regional, transnational comparative approaches that takes 
precedence over national ones, it tends not to produce the same 
results.

Identifying priorities. Technical research and extension 
priorities in West and Central Africa can be more accurately 
defined when both upstream and downstream economic 
problems are being handled carefully by a producer organisation 
that has a role in co-ordinating the whole process.

Roles of different actors.The roles of research and the process 
of interaction between different actors involved in the 
technology generation and dissemination process are difficult 
to assess in the following areas: resource management involving 
complex decision-making processes; and where there is unequal 
control over rules governing access to resources.

Making research and extension services more 
downwardly accountable to end-users.Making agricultural 
services more downwardly accountable is essential, but implies 
serious reorganisation. Initiatives to resolve lack of accountability 
often originate from the grassroots,particularly where producers 
are organised at a regional, transnational level. In this context, 
research and extension services not only need to be strengthened, 
but researchers need to become more aware of producer needs. 
Those needs cannot emerge without both sides making a 
significant investment in processes of dialogue. This, in turn, 
should lead to a better mutual understanding and to a process 
of building 'the demand' together (although, the demand for 
research per se is rarely overt or self-evident).

Not all producer organisations are good partners for 
research and extension. Some producer organisations are 
poorly funded and cannot take part in the process of building 
demand for agricultural services. Others are often operating 
from a restricted geographical base that does not provide the 
necessary scale to develop successful collaboration with 
agricultural research institutions. On the other hand, certain 
farmers' organisations can become very effective partners. 
Although research organisations are not always receptive to the 
demands of farmers' organisations, there is a need to build the 
capacities of both the producer organisations and research 
systems to enable them to better co-ordinate their activities.
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A significant problem is the degree to which the poorest and 
marginalised producers - those least likely to benefit from top down 
extension - are able to voice their concerns. Organisations 
representing the poorest groups often have to struggle to 
demonstrate legitimacy. They are also often male dominated whilst 
in some places the majority of producers are women. However, 
many farmers' organisations recognise the concern for'legitimacy 
and some restructuring is taking place to refocus attention on the 
grassroots.

Key issues arising include the following:
  it is important to consider research-extension-farmers' 

organisation linkages in the wider context of bilateral and 
multilateral NGO activities;

  the relationship between research systems and farmers' 
organisations within commodity chains in different socio- 
economic and institutional contexts is still unclear;

  the priorities of farmers' organisations vary and they represent 
different interest groups which may have conflicting objectives: 
How, then, can they fit into decentralised development processes 
and in national policy consultations? For which constituencies 
do they speak and whose interests are not represented? What 
sort of dialogue should they seek to establish with governments 
and international donors?

  to what degree are the objectives of poverty alleviation and 
increased production compatible? Can farmers' organisations 
achieve both, or should donors work with different actors in 
pursuit of each objective?
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Non-FBI Initiative 1: Pastoral organisations11
(Ced Hesse, IIED)

Overview
This presentation provided an overview of work undertaken by 
the Drylands Programme of IIED, with funding from DFID. The 
project was initially designed as a specific component of a broader 
regional pastoral research initiative implemented by the Programme 
Regional d'Appui au Secteur d'Elevage Transhumant (PRASET) 
in collaboration with CILSS, PADLOS and the Club du Sahel. 
The project was reoriented following PRASET's closure in 1998.

Background
Recent democratisation and decentralisation reforms in many 
Sahelian countries offer opportunities for greater involvement of 
civil society in governance issues, for example in land tenure and 
natural resource management. There is however a relative absence 
of organised pastoral civil society movements in the Sahel. The 
new generation of pastoral organisations has tended to consist of 
relatively small, locally-based groups involved in very specific small- 
scale activities. Amid growing concern that decentralisation 
processes and policy reforms are failing to consider the specificities 
of pastoral issues (especially tenure, derived rights and land use 
plans) this research focused on the issue of enabling pastoral groups 
to play a more informed role in policy debates and engage in 
national policy processes. Although the project is finished, the 
process that it initiated is ongoing.

Aims and objectives
PRASET's central objective was:

promotion of a viable, dynamic and representative network of pastoral 
organisations capable of negotiating with local and national 
government bodies and the international aid community.

Following PRASET's closure, the project was reoriented to focus 
on the active involvement of pastoral groups in policy processes. 
IIED's role was redefined to consist of providing support to pastoral 
groups to enable them to better understand and determine how 
best they might engage in policy debates at local, national and 
regional levels.

11 Copies of the full research summary distributed at the workshop are available 
from ODI and further publications from the organisations referenced in 

Appendix 1 (p.73).
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Activities and outputs
IIED assisted with an institutional audit to identify and understand 
the strengths and weaknesses and future needs of existing pastoral 
organisations in West Africa. The audit covered a cross-section of 
pastoral associations in Burkina Faso, Mali, Niger and Nigeria. 
Analysis focused on capacity for effective representation, political 
negotiation and conflict resolution, resource management and 
financial autonomy in relation to the external political, legal and 
economic environment. Three case studies and a summary report 
were produced. A separate institutional audit of pastoral associations 
in northern Nigeria was also carried out.

In the light of PRASET's closure, a consultation process was begun 
with pastoral associations and other stakeholders to reorient the 
project. A series of self-awareness raising workshops on Sahelian 
pastoralism were held involving 40 representatives of 17 pastoral 
associations. Finally, strategies for involving pastoralist groups in 
the definition of new legislation on pastoral land use was elaborated 
in Burkina Faso and Niger.

Results
  Research reconfirmed well-documented issues facing 

pastoralists, including weakness of pastoral civil society 
movements, and the lack of significant evolution in government/ 
donor policy regarding the pastoral sector.

  The degree to which key players in the policy process understand 
pastoralists and their needs has not improved. The majority of 
pastoral organisations are products of external support, 
implementing government, donor or NGO-initiated policies; 
they also tend to be financially dependent on their funding 
institutions.

  A majority of pastoral organisations are failing to address 
problems of internal accountability, representation, poor 
management and limited economic impact.

  There have been numerous attempts to generate collective 
awareness, adult education, literacy, empowerment, co-ordination 
of activities and exchange of ideas, moving towards local 
ownership of the policy process.

  An informal coalition of pastoral groups has been created in 
Burkina Faso and Niger, focusing attention on critical issues of 
common concern. This resulted from a number of awareness- 
raising workshops. The future sustainability of these coalitions, 
however, remains uncertain.

Lessons learned
The project noted a number of positive lessons including, in this 
case, the flexibility of donors to do an about-turn to follow up 
interesting issues. The relatively small number of good partners
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Pastoral land tenure is a 
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technical.
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and the support of key individuals were essential to the project's 
success. Another important factor was the policy opportunity 
created by the proposed introduction of pastoral codes, which 
focused attention on the core issues addressed by the study. This 
was combined with an apparent desire by many pastoral groups to 
bury differences and address common issues of importance.

On the other hand, negative points included the problem of 
insufficient links with policy apparatus in order to implement 
activities following the closure of PRASET. Also, there has been 
no follow-up or apparent donor interest in taking forward research 
results. Weak case study material from francophone West Africa 
and the difficulties of reconciling many divergent agendas were 
persistent constraints. Lastly, the inappropriateness of large, donor- 
led fora to provide a platform for pastoralists to articulate their case 
was noted.

Future directions
  Pastoral land tenure is a critical issue that remains high on the 

agenda of several Sahelian governments.
  Land tenure laws and codes are beset with conceptual problems 

and are often overly interventionist and technical. They focus 
on defining fixed regulations rather than procedures for 
negotiated access. There is often insufficient recognition of 
pastoral-agricultural integration/interaction and of the 
essentially transnational character of pastoralism. However, 
balancing devolution of responsibility with maintenance of 
overall authority is problematic.

  A key question is how to address the problem of weak pastoral 
civil society. Also, who is going to participate in the design of 
policy or legislation, in implementation and monitoring? 
External agencies need to find innovative ways to facilitate 
without becoming embroiled in highly political issues.

Summary of discussion
Pastoralist land use systems do not recognise national boundaries 
and so neighbouring country legislation must be harmonised 
accordingly. Pastoral tenure issues are therefore one of the best 
examples of the added value of a carefully formulated regional 
approach over aggregation of national approaches to rural 
development policy issues.

Key issues that remain to be addressed include:
  is donor involvement in this area useful or necessary?
  is there a potential value in dividing responsibility for rural 

service delivery and awareness-raising/empowerment activities?
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Non-FBI Initiative 2: Public policies in the fight 
against poverty and inequality12
(Marc Levy, GRET/IRD)

Background and results
This study emphasised the importance of understanding the 
international context within which public policy is formulated. 
While not a new theme, poverty reduction has become the 
dominant priority for donor development assistance policies, despite 
the structural adjustment and economic liberalisation policies that 
have marked the last fifteen years. This renewed stress in poverty 
reduction is in part due to the include social and political instability 
in Asia, Africa, Latin America and Eastern Europe which was 
provoked by neo-liberal economic policies and now threatens 
economic growth. This has led to a lack of public confidence in 
key international institutions (particularly the International 
Monetary Fund and Wo rid Bank). The consensus to work towards 
poverty reduction has been accompanied by a growing criticism 
of aid policy and a general downward trend in funds available for 
development assistance.

The renewed donor stress on poverty reduction provides an 
important conceptual and operational opportunity. The 
disconnection of growth and poverty reduction, and the correlation 
between inequality and poverty, demands critical reflection on 
existing models of growth and redistribution. International donor 
agencies must once again re-evaluate the relative position of social 
and economic aspects of development and confront the fundamental 
problem of inequality more directly.

The study concluded that care must be taken to link macro-level 
policies (international and national policies for poverty reduction) 
with micro and meso-level local contextual realities as these remain 
totally interdependent. However, methodologies for effectively 
developing national policies that take varied contexts and diversity 
into account (bridging the macro-micro divide) are still not well 
developed.

A second key conclusion was that social dynamics and the roles of 
intermediaries (e.g. farmers' organisations and local authorities) 
must be taken into account in formulating public policy on 
development and poverty reduction. Civil society organisations 
have an important part to play in achieving poverty reduction at 
the local level.

12 Copies of the full research summary distributed at the workshop are avail 

able from ODI and further publications from the organisations referenced in 

Appendix 1 (p.73). See also Appendix 2 for contact details (p. 78).
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Summary of discussion
Difficult relations between civil society organisations and central 
government are often related to the uncertain role of the state in 
the context of economic liberalisation. For example, questions 
surrounding policies of liberalisation must also be linked to the 
surrounding issues of micro finance provision. Linking the micro, 
meso and macro levels is also crucial, and national policy issues 
need to be understood in relation to the international context. 
However, the creation of an economic policy environment 
conducive to poverty alleviation may not be reflected in what 
happens on the ground, as this is inevitably mediated by local 
structures.

It was suggested that public policy ought to be regarded as an 
intermediary between the local and international context. Processes 
of arbitration and negotiation of public policy by social players are 
therefore of key interest. An important question to be addressed is 
how to combine the study of local level social dynamics with the 
study of broader policy processes.

Non-FBI Initiative 3: EC rural development policy13
(LucLefebvre,ADE)

This presentation provided an outline of the EC's development of 
new strategies of rural development aid and the main trends that 
have led to current policy. It reflected the views of an independent 
consultant and not necessarily the official position of the 
Commission.

Summary documents detailing the main features of EC rural 
development policy and strategy have been circulated widely. 14 
The latest guidelines for assistance to developing countries reflect 
important new assumptions guiding development aid. The aid 
system is now much more people-centred and it is now recognised 
that aid is not limited in time, but rather that fiscal transfers will be 
necessary over much longer periods. The new emphasis is not on 
the sustainability of aid but on the effectiveness of aid. Nations are 
no longer regarded as economically independent but subject to 
global interdependence and global issues. Key questions relate not 
to how to protect countries from global market forces but how to 
integrate them so that they can take advantage of opportunities. 
The developmental role of the state is now considered much more

13 Copies of the full research summary distributed at the workshop are available 

from ODI and further publications from the organisations referenced in 

Appendix 1 (p. 73).

14 These are all available at http://www.rurpol.org.
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limited. Donor responses such as privatisation, institution building, 
promoting civil society and good governance, decentralisation and 
regionalisation are proposed. However these have deep 
consequences for rural areas where institutional capacities to fulfil 
new developmental roles are often limited. Processes of'institution 
building' of various kinds will therefore represent one of the most 
significant challenges for donors in the near future.

The EU development aid mandate was defined at Maastricht where 
the following goals were identified:
  contributing to poverty alleviation;
  supporting growth by enhancing competitiveness;
  promoting democratic principles and human rights; and
  ensuring sustainable institutional settings and environmental 

management.

In terms of achieving these objectives six categories of constraints 
and six related levels of action have been identified. These form 
the overall development policy framework.

Constraints Expected results
  Political More peaceful, open, equitable and democratic 

societies, ensuring security and equal rights to 
all
More effective and accountable institutions, in 
the public and private sector as well as through 
the promotion of civil society 
Economic policies enhancing equitable growth 
Enhancing individual assets through the supply 
of social services such as education and health 
More sustainable practises and fair cost sharing

  Other EU policies Improving coherence between development 
policy and other related policies e.g. agriculture, 
trade, fisheries, environment, immigration

Coherence between EU policies is crucial to avoiding 
contradictions between the principles promoted by the aid system 
and actual policies of other departments and sectors. Furthermore, 
co-ordination and coherence between member state donor activities 
is essential. Following extensive consultation and negotiation with 
member states, a diagnostic report on the main trends and issues 
facing rural populations was formulated. As a result the particular 
purpose of EU aid to rural development was defined as: 'supporting 
sustainable trends of improvement of the livelihoods of the rural populations 
in developing countries'.

The EU approach to achieving this is to build country profiles 
following seven clearly defined steps. The resulting Rural

- Institutional

- Economic
- Individual

- Environmental
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be addressed via global 
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Development Profile and Strategic Framework (RDPSF) is both 
an analytical and strategic instrument that aims to identify how 
EU rural development policy can be achieved in a specific country. 
It therefore involves considerable dialogue between the EU and 
partner countries as to their respective commitments to reform 
and support for rural development. The RDPSF process aims to 
increase stakeholder ownership of policies promoted by the EC. It 
emphasises a participatory approach, decentralisation of policy 
design and implementation, long-term support to sustainable 
poverty reduction and the promotion of shared development values 
and objectives.The proposed policy is built around understanding 
the relationships between national policy frameworks, regional/ 
local contexts, the diversity of rural groups, their assets and the 
ways in which the rural poor construct their livelihoods.

Summary of discussion
It is difficult to find viable alternatives to state-focused approaches 
in practice. Working with the least developed and least powerful is 
difficult for donors used to dealing with the state. Key questions 
surround: the degrees to which the state and organisations that are 
proposed to replace the state are accountable; and finding 
complementarities between state and non-state actors. It was noted 
that the capacity of public sector, private sector and civil society 
organisations varies enormously. While working with the state 
remains key to effectively achieving poverty alleviation objectives, 
NGOs and the private sector are increasingly recognised as 
important partners in the process.

EU emphasis on the existence of'shared values' is debatable. How 
far are these values really shared or imposed? How far do they 
really address local concerns? It was acknowledged that 
asymmetrical power play leaves little room for manoeuvre to claim 
national positions. However this is a general trend in the 
international aid system and not unique to the EU. Economic 
sovereignty is increasingly depleted and there is a strong disparity 
between political discourse and resource allocation. Nonetheless, 
the accountability of the aid system is improving in response to 
public demand for demonstrably more effective aid. This can only 
be achieved through working with states and development partners 
that share consensus on certain key values.

In the context of changing trends in development thinking, a key 
issue that is likely to continue to be a priority in 20 years time will 
centre on the results of the globalisation process: will poverty be 
accepted as a global problem to be addressed via global instruments 
or will there be a return to focusing on nation states?
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The benefits of 
regionalised research are 
often unevenly 
distributed.

There have already been 
substantial benefits 
from existing regional 
initiatives.

Two working group discussions explored cross-cutting themes, 
operational issues and practical lessons for policy. These groups 
focused on lessons and actions appropriate to the regional15 and 
national levels.

Working Group 1: Regional issues

Three key questions guided the discussion:
i Which issues affecting the West Africa region are pertinent to

national policy processes? 
ii Where is a regional (i.e. West Africa-wide) approach of particular

value? 
iii What are the key elements in a successful regional programme?

While it was generally agreed that there are obvious benefits 
(economies of scale) in neighbouring countries co-ordinating their 
research activities, it was noted that the benefits of regionalised 
research are often unevenly distributed. While there may be 
common interest in certain issues, the practical value of research 
outputs to each country is not always equal. Defining areas of 
greatest common interest is therefore problematic. There is also an 
important distinction to make between similar problems 
experienced at national level in different countries (e.g. health, 
education), and problems  which operate at the wider regional level 
(e.g. drought, migration).

It was noted that the history of ex-British and ex-French colonies 
has left them with distinctive political, administrative systems. As a 
result there are elements of clear contrast between francophone 
and anglophone countries. In spite of the different historical legacies, 
similar challenges are faced by many of these countries, for example 
the need for mobility of pastoral livestock, the management of 
common pool resource (CPR) issues, and joint forest management 
(JFM) issues. The tools, methods and processes of investigating 
certain problems are replicable, for example those relating to 
legitimising customary land tenure, and there are important and 
interesting lessons to be shared between countries. There have 
already been substantial benefits from existing regional initiatives 
and the creation of regional fora that bring together specialists and

15 As noted earlier, this report uses 'regional' to refer to an approach that 
focuses on a number of countries in the same geographical area as distinct 
from bilateral approaches that focus on single countries. In this report, the 
region referred to is West Africa, although the CORAF Initiative focused on 
West and Central Africa as this is the region covered by CORAF/WECARD.
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_____________ policymakers to learn from experiences in neighbouring countries. 
There are, however,
political obstacles to There are, however, political obstacles to regionalised approaches 
regionalised approaches tQ development in West Africa . Much depends on which actors
to development in West j i • i • i rr -11-11- i Af . and which countries benefit from regional links. For example,
————————————— NGOs may benefit more than governments and states can be

reluctant to adopt ideas and approaches from other states. Further, 
it is unclear how a regional approach can be coherent with donor 
bilateral strategies, when these are increasingly based on working 
directly with and through national governments (e.g. sector wide 
approaches and comprehensive development frameworks (CDFs)).

———;—;———————— For DFID, the key issue determining whether support is provided
... . for regional initiatives is whether there is a demonstrable interestcountnes are more likely , r,~r . r • • , i • i •to form reaional on Part west African countries themselves in working at a

networks than regional level. 
governments.

Box 1. Summary - Working Group on regional issues

 It is relevant to have regional exchanges and promote information sharing on areas of 
common interest, in particular: transborder issues, management of collective or common 
pool resources, shared resources, land tenure, resource access, migration flows, Liberalisation 
of sub-sectors and commodity chains, national processes of consultation on policy and 
developing effective mechanisms to strengthen policy making capacities. While regional 
approaches may be problematic and involve high transaction costs, a regional policy and 
approach is necessary in areas with transnational dimensions. However, the emphasis 
should be on policy process and processes of lesson learning rather than policy actions 
(as here national prerogatives are likely to dominate).

 A pragmatic approach to actions is necessary, setting modest goals to investigate specific 
themes, making use of and building on existing networks and resources and disseminating 
results widely in an accessible format to 'make donor investment count'.

 Organisations such as the EC and the Club du Sahel may have a comparative advantage in 
taking regional approaches to rural development policy and practice.* In the current 
international context, where a growing number of international agencies emphasise national 
level approaches to development policy (e.g. PRSPs and CDFs), bilateral donors may find 
national processes and approaches more attractive. However these should still be linked 
into a coherent regional framework. In this context, the specific mechanisms that might 
help regional initiatives add value to on-going national level planning and policy 
formulation processes need to be identified and ways of improving the complementarity 
of interventions at these two levels need to be developed.

  See for example the Club du Sahel Bulletin (September-October 2000). This outlines the support 
provided by the CLub to CILSS and the need for tackling food security issues in West Africa in a regional 
framework. This is linked to the on-going processes of preparing national Poverty Reduction Strategy 
Papers: positioning national PRSPs within a coherent regional framework that builds on the regional 
consultation frameworks developed by CILSS. Donors are even discussing the possibility of developing 
a regional PRSP for West Africa given the importance of this perspective.
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The question of 
representativity, and 
especially the degree to 
which organisations 
represent the interests 
of the poor, is key and 
remains problematic.

For a regional approach 
to be effective, there is 
a need for greater 
dialogue between 
decision-makers in 
partners countries so 
that key issues of 
common interest are 
identified.

The various stakeholders 
or actors with a 
significant interest in 
rural development in a 
given country must claim 
or 'own' national rural 
development policies.

Evidence from the case studies discussed above suggests that African 
civil society partners find it particularly useful to articulate their 
demands using evidence from other countries. NGOs in different 
countries are more likely to form regional networks than 
governments.

While regional networking may be desirable and advantageous in 
terms of achieving development objectives, it is very difficult to 
organise and manage. Broader, more informal networks that bring 
together a variety of different actors and initiate wider ranging 
dialogue between them is probably needed. It is, however, important 
when engaging with diverse actors to understand the composition 
of different organisations and the degree to which they can be 
truly representative.The question of representativity, and especially 
the degree to which organisations represent the interests of the 
poor, is key and remains problematic.

It is perhaps useful to distinguish between on the one hand networks 
for the exchange of information, and on the other applying research 
from one country in other settings (collective provision of a good 
with wider benefits).

Perhaps joint activities in themselves constitute true 'regionalisation' 
whereas exchange of information does not. Key questions therefore 
surround the process of facilitating learning and exchange between 
countries. However, the issue goes beyond receiving information 
to considering what to do with that information. For example, 
experiences of the impact of liberalisation could be shared 
constructively across regions. It is also important to distinguish the 
exchange of technical information from the formulation of policy, 
which is subject to predefined parameters and political priorities. 
Finally, for a regional approach to be effective, there is a need for 

greater dialogue between decision-makers in partners countries 
so that key issues of common interest are identified.

Working Group 2: Issues relating to national policy

Two key questions guided the discussion:
i. How can the capacity of different actors be strengthened and

dialogue and engagement in the elaboration of policy be
improved? 

ii. What kind of activities should such a programme entail? Which
actors? What time frame? What European contribution? What
topics?

The various stakeholders or actors with a significant interest in 
rural development in a given country must claim or'own' national 
rural development policies for them to be relevant and successful.
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The capacities of actors 
and institutions to 
engage in constructive 
national policy dialogue 
need to be 
strengthened.

In relation to this, three key questions arise.
i. How can the key stakeholders be identified (farmers, producer

organisations, farmer leaders, the poorest, private sector, others),
whilst avoiding the trap of dividing actors up into artificial
groupings that fit donor rather than national or local
perspectives? 

ii. Who are the target populations or groups for capacity building
and training? 

iii. How can national policy dialogue be enhanced and to what
extent are governments going to be willing to accept the
conclusions of such debate on policy?

In spite of a current increased emphasis on coherent, inclusive 
national policy planning processes where donors insist they are 
not driving policy (e.g. in relation to PRSPs and CDFs), but 
supporting coherent national development strategies, the balance 
of power between donors and national governments remains 
uneven. Donors have specific agendas and place conditions on 
their assistance, and these do not always fit with national policy 
objectives. Further, different donors have different objectives leading 
to a mix of complementary and conflicting activities that contribute 
to fragmented rural development interventions in the same country.

At the same time, public policy is a process and it is now generally 
accepted that debate relating to this process should take place at 
the national level   albeit that regional interests and policy fora 
may influence this debate. Debate at the national level may focus 
on specific issues, geographic areas or particular policy entry points. 
Outputs from the FBI projects have provided case study data and 
created valuable knowledge at the micro and meso levels that can 
be drawn upon to enhance current and future national policy 
dialogue and policy planning processes (e.g. national PRSP 
consultations). Such processes are generally supported by donors 
as a promising framework for policy development. They may also 
identify training and information needs drawn from key themes of 
the FBI and related programmes. However, it is still not clear that 
these processes adequately address the challenges facing the rural 
sector.

The capacities of actors and institutions to engage in constructive 
national policy dialogue need to be strengthened, while being 
realistic about the extent to which rural people and organisations 
desire to engage in consultations relating to issues beyond their 
specific productive interests. Promiting borad stakeholder 
participation in national policy dialogues requires an emphasis on 
training and capacity building   particularly for resource poor, 
technically untrained and non-government actors. In particular 
local organisations require improved literacy, skills in analysing their
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This will involve finding 
ways to move away from 
donor conditionality on 
aid to a situation where 
citizens can exert 
effective control on 
government develop 
ment expenditure: 
replacing donor 
conditionality with 
citizen demand.

Co-operation at the 
regional level is valuable 
on key themes where 
this approach provides 
economies of scale.
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situations, numeracy, management and technical skills, and strategic 
decision-making capacities in order to effectively articulate the 
needs and demands of their members and constituencies in policy 
debates. Finally, if they are to be effective, representative and 
appropriate partners in policy formulation and implementation, 
local organisations need assistance in becoming more accountable 
to their members. At the same time, effective instruments need to 
be established to make donors accountable to recipients and end 
beneficiaries.

This relates back to one of the key fundamental challenges in 
development: how can developing country citizens be empowered, 
and related to this, how can external actors help to create the 
conditions by which people are empowered to decide on the types 
of assistance they need? This will involve finding ways to move 
away from donor conditionality on aid to a situation where citizens 
can exert effective control on government development 
expenditure: replacing donor conditionality with citizen demand.

The FBI projects discussed above highlighted the value of working 
at the regional level, despite a tendency for current rural policy 
debates to be conducted at the national level. It was broadly agreed 
that co-operation at the regional level is valuable on key themes 
where this approach provides economies of scale. For example:
  regional training programmes for trainers in participatory 

approaches and collaborative approaches to service delivery can 
yield important lessons from diverse country experiences and 
provide a valuable stimulus for change;

  regional research can also help identify and develop effective 
tools and methods by which local stakeholders can articulate 
their claims/demands in the policy debate;

  regional agricultural policy initiatives (for example cocoa policy 
and REPA) are of critical importance as regional integration in 
West Africa remains a significant policy issue; and

  comparative regional approaches can help identify successful 
instruments for making agricultural services more accountable 
and demand driven, and establish ways to ensure decentralisation 
processes effectively increase the accountability of the state to 
citizens, and the relevance of development policy decisions.

Quality and availability of information remains critical, as is the 
capacity to analyse and understand it. Citizens require greater access 
to information and increased capacity to analyse and understand it 
in order to exercise their power to make authorities accountable. 
They may also benefit from help in interpreting the information 
available (e.g. adult education, literacy and training in civic duties).
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Building capacity and Future European collaboration could also draw lessons from the
increasing empowered process of collaboration to date and build on the links established
participation in policy ^^ ̂ ^0^ of actors.
negotiation and
formulation is a long . , ,• • •
process requiring Finally, to be successful, policy negotiation processes between
commitment over time. various actors at the national level requires long term external
————————————— support, informed by a deeper understanding of key features of

Box 2. Summary - Working Group on national policy issues
 It is necessary to identify specific rural development themes of key importance to each 

national context. What are the priority sectors ? in which geographical areas?
 Improved national consultation processes on policy are key, but national structures are 

generally slow to adapt, and they often do so only in response to outside pressures. 
Furthermore, their desire for dialogue is not always clear. However, collaborative initiatives 
and processes such as the PRSP do create a key space for dialogue and stimulus for 
change.

 Ways in which regional experiences of collaboration between agricultural service providers 
and producer organisations, establishing rights of access to natural resources and 
commodity policy can feed into and support national level policies need to be identified.

 Regional mechanisms should be designed that can feed into and support national Level 
rural development initiatives. These might include:
- dissemination of information using multiple media accessible to policy makers, 
development practitioners, and representatives of local people in West Africa;
- design of appropriate training for different actors to enable them to engage in national 
processes effectively (e.g. improving the negotiation and technical skills of producer 
organisations; developing mechanisms to improve representativity within in civil society 
organisations; developing effective consultation frameworks at the national and local 
levels);
- training trainers in participatory and capacity building methods; and
- designing tools and methods that enable more actors to engage in and further 
development debates.

 To capitalise on the findings of the FBI programmes and broaden the dissemination of 
results a variety of state and non-state rural development actors need to be engaged in 
national and local debate, reflection and analysis. This could take place via a series of 
feedback workshops at the national and local levels in the countries covered by the FBI 
programmes.

 Information and training needs for partners, producers and civil society organisations 
need to be identified and addressed so they can make their demands and needs heard by 
service providers, legislators and political authorities, and to enable them to fully engage 
in national development debates so as to improve their influence on policy makers.
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African societies. However, this support has to be provided 
sensitively so that donors do not over-influence outcomes in the 
short term and by doing so undermine long term processes of 
empowerment. Radical changes in the way policy is negotiated 
and formulated will not be achieved through short project 
interventions: building capacity and increasing empowered 
participation is a long process.

Additional perspectives from partners involved in 
the FBI

An email consultation was circulated prior to the workshop to the 
wider group of European and West African practitioners and 
researchers involved in the three FBI funded collaborative 
programmes. The consultation focused on West African partners, 
aiming to provide an opportunity for those unable to attend the 
workshop to feed in their perspectives on the process of 
collaboration, emerging themes and results. The key issues raised 
were fed into discussion and are summarised in Box 3.

Box 3. Summary - Email consultation of FBI programme partners

 The theoretical and methodological approaches of francophone and anglophone traditions 
are not mutually exclusive, but in many ways complimentary. Indeed, anglophone and 
francophone approaches are more effective in combination than either is alone when 
attempting to identify priority rural development constraints, problems and key issues. 
The process of collaboration itself enables development specialists to critically reflect on 
their own,experience and highlights the particular strengths and weaknesses of each 
different approach.

 The key to successful collaboration is achieving an appropriate balance between the 
contributions of collaborating institutions: French, British, North and South. This is largely 
dependent upon the qualities of the individuals and institutions involved. Whilst strong 
individual relationships often result from collaborative ventures, formal institutional 
linkages are much harder to establish.

 Experience suggests that the potential benefits of collaboration are significant but remain 
largely unfulfilled. The potential benefits of collaboration will only be realised by sustaining 
increased levels of interaction over a longer period. This requires greater political and 
organisational commitment.

 Research, irrespective of how it is conceived or funded, must be seen to benefit rural 
people directly, immediately after or even during the research. There is a need for more 
meaningful and empowering participation of rural people in research and extension 
activities and better dissemination and sharing results in key decision making bodies.
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Session 4: Conclusions and Taking Issues 
Forward

The relative neglect of 
agriculture in the rural 
development and poverty 
reduction strategies 
recently promoted by the 
World Bank is of 
concern.

Panel discussion: Overview
(John Farrington (ODI, chair), Jeremy Stickings (NRIL), Jim 
Harvey (DFID),Luc Lefebvre (ADE), BrunoVindel (MAE))

Discussion on rural institutions and policies for improved livelihoods 
and poverty reduction produced comments on the following 
themes: regionalisation; World Bank and EC rural development 
policy; Franco-British collaboration and future directions for the 
FBI; and finally, taking issues forward.

Regional approaches
The French and British governments are both heavily committed 
to national programmes and have not historically been very active 
in regional initiatives. It was suggested that regional initiatives can 
perhaps best help those people, groups who are underrepresented 
in government. The question of how to formulate regional 
approaches to rural development remains key. Within this debate, 
economic integration is an important issue where the EC has a 
comparative advantage.

The debate on regionalisation needs to be situated in the broader 
global context. All donor agencies now emphasise partnership with 
southern organisations and networks as a channel for funding. The 
World Bank is also putting increased emphasis on regional initiatives, 
but these must be based on consultation. The Global Forum has 
noted five key levels of organisation that must be involved at every 
level in from national research institutions down to local NGOs. 
CORAF/WECARD's restructuring process provides important 
practical lessons on taking such consultative approaches as it involved 
a series of discussion meetings to explore ways to integrate NGOs 
and civil society in defining regional research agendas. However, 
annual meetings for CORAF have showed that member countries 
often have quite different expectations from the organisation. 
CORAF is increasingly expected to play a dual role both in assisting 
with access to donor funds and as a source of technical support 
and staff. The potential future role of regional organisations needs 
to be considered in the light of experience in such existing 
initiatives.

World Bank and EC rural development policies
The neglect of agriculture in rural development and poverty 
reduction strategies in the recent World Development Report of 
the Bank is of concern given continued importance of the 
productive sector to rural livelihoods.
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partners, the EC has a 
comparative advantage 
in supporting regional 
co-operation.
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EC rural development policy documents are not sufficiently explicit 
on institutional issues. EC policy is strong on the importance and 
implications of the globalisation context but not yet very well geared 
to specific rural development issues in each context. The FBI has 
provided an important political signal to member states to work 
together to address these issues more effectively. Finally, the EC has 
a mandate for and probably has a comparative advantage in the 
area of regional co-operation. Indeed, the promotion of regional 
coherence and targeted regional programmes are of particular 
interest to the EC.

Franco-British collaboration
The value of the FBI, the importance of collaboration and the 
desirability of encouraging future collaboration on key themes of 
common interest were generally agreed. The French and British 
governments support work in the same regions and both are key 
stakeholders in the EC. The need for greater co-ordination and 
coherence between the activities of donors is clear. The FBI has 
provided a good example of a joint initiative and, importantly, the 
FBI has led to the establishment of good relations and the exchange 
of ideas between francophone and anglophone specialists. Working 
together has strengthened mutual understanding, and contributed 
to overcoming the compartmentalisation of anglophone and 
francophone worlds. This is crucial in order to constructively deal 
with the occasional conflicts that naturally arise when partners 
discuss the finer details of policy, to draw lessons concerning 
methodological and operational approaches, and to identify priority 
themes for future rural development initiatives. Joint publications 
are a good vehicle for encouraging improved mutual understanding 
and identifying key areas of common ground.

Future directions for the FBI?
The framework of the FBI has formally ended and it was noted 
that the FBI programmes had not always matched the strength of 
contextual data with strong and effective policy recommendations. 
However, ad hoc collaboration could be possible on themes of 
common interest.

As for current rural development strategies, the Panel emphasised 
two things. First, the importance of continuing to work with and 
strengthen existing structures and networks, beginning at the 
national level, with work to enhance internal policy dialogue and 
identify a clear national demand for interventions. Donors are 
therefore placing increasing emphasis on messages coming from 
African governments and civil society. Any future regional work 
should be designed to support such initiatives. Second, programmes 
must now demonstrate how they contribute to achieving the 
International Development Targets.
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Future initiatives should 
focus on strengthening 
local capacity to better 
articulate the needs and 
demands of rural people 
to governments and 
donors.

The workshop provided 
lessons on rural 
development policy and 
practice in the context 
of key issues and 
priorities for West 
Africa.

This suggests that future initiatives should focus on strengthening 
local capacity to articulate needs and demands to governments 
and donors. These must be representative of all key population 
groups and support agreed development priorities and international 
targets. This requires a balance between contributing to policy 
knowledge and building the capacity to implement it.

Conclusions

The FBI programmes generated interesting findings in relation to 
research methodologies, processes of collaboration, results and 
policy.The workshop provided lessons on rural development policy 
and practice in the context of key issues and priorities for West 
Africa. Lessons "were concentrated in the following areas: the process 
of collaboration; sharing methods and approaches; donor 
responsibilities; linking micro, meso and macro levels; understanding 
the process of development policy formulation; capacity building 
for enhanced policy dialogue; and mechanisms for sharing and 
disseminating research results. There was some consensus on 
outcomes and methodologies. The outputs and outcomes of FBI 
programmes were thus clearly pertinent to current rural 
development policy and there would be considerable scope for 
future work to build on findings.

Some of the FBI programmes are ongoing and the full benefits 
have yet to be seen (e.g. CORAF). However, they are likely to 
continue to raise important issues as the outputs are fed into other 
ongoing processes (e.g. land tenure initiatives) and each has provided 
valuable lessons for the policy process.

Certain results are problematic for policy, however. For example, 
CORAF is reticent about working with farmers' organisations as 
while they are useful for technology dissemination and service 
delivery, it fears conflicts where farmers organisations act as civil 
society organisations lobbying for governments for change. Effective 
farmers' organisations are likely to retain this dual function, however.

Regional approaches have a place, but it has been difficult to find 
the right balance between national and regional approaches. 
Furthermore, funds available for regional approaches have to be 
identified. At the EC level, regional funds have tended not to be 
directed at agricultural production per se, but allocated to market 
reform, food security etc., however there may now be more 
flexibility in EC budgets to address cross-cutting issues. Indeed, 
there are currently indicative programmes for each sub-region with 
substantial funding available: for example, the EC is currently 
funding research in Eastern and Central Africa (through 
ASARECA), and initiative that sets an important precedent for
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major regional funding of agricultural research.

While EC member states meet on a fairly regular basis to 
communicate and formulate EC policy, consensus tends to be 
limited to general issues. French and British collaboration can 
particularly add value where it can constructively influence EC 
approaches to rural development and demonstrate coherence 
between member country strategies - a key concern for the EC. 
The importance of disseminating findings of initiatives such as the 
FBI to key individuals in EC and engaging them directly in 
discussion on specific conclusions is clear, as is the need to share 
results at other EC-sponsored fora for the discussion of rural 
development.

Taking issues forward

Specific issues that could be addressed in future collaborative 
programmes include: questions of accountability, liberalisation, and 
diversification of means of subsistence. Further, strengthening the 
capacity of key players to develop an enhanced internal policy 
dialogue in partner countries would be beneficial and donors have 
an important role to play in creating a context conducive to the 
reinforcement of these capacities. The outcomes of Franco-British 
Initiative should influence both the analytical and institutional 
approaches to French, British and EC rural development policies. 
Those involved could draw up clear summary lessons and formulate 
proposals as to how to capitalise on them.

However, to justify future collaborative programmes, and increase 
the impact of programmes presented here, it will be necessary to:
  highlight the key lessons that stem from past initiatives;
  demonstrate the relevance of outputs to contemporary policy 

concerns; and
  present lessons at the right time in formats highly accessible to 

decision makers and tailored to feed into a range of ongoing 
international policy debates.
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The comparison of 
processes of change in 
francophone and 
anglophone countries 
provides important 
lessons.

The collaborative 
programmes have shown 
that long term multi- 
disciplinary technical 
support is critical in 
strengthening the 
capacities of African 
partner institutions and 
development specialists.

Key issues

Lessons from the process of collaboration

Collaborative Franco-British-West African approaches experienced 
specific difficulties and limitations resulting from working in multi 
lingual teams, and bringing together specialists from highly different 
disciplinary and working cultures.This added significant transaction 
costs to the collaboration and slowed the process of implementing 
the programmes. Nonetheless, these collaborative programmes 
showed very positive results in the following areas:
  the need for translation of concepts between English and French 

provided important opportunities for debate on concepts and 
methods, helped bring different visions of rural development 
closer and to build foundations upon which deeper analysis 
and more fruitful collaboration can be developed;

  the added value of having combined French-British steering 
committees including donor and stakeholder representatives for 
programmes covering the West Africa region as this provides 
comparative perspectives; and

  the importance of taking a regional perspective on emerging 
issues in rural development in West Africa.

The comparison of processes of change in francophone and 
anglophone countries provides important lessons on: 
decentralisation, the appropriate roles of the state and private actors 
(private firms, farmers' organisations and civil society) in rural 
development, complexity of livelihoods and diversity of situations.

These collaborative programmes show that long term 
multidisciplinary technical support is a critical factor in 
strengthening the capacities of African partner institutions and 
development specialists. Despite difficulties encountered when 
processes of partnership were over-institutionalised or too 
formalised, these programmes helped to identify skilled and capable 
African partners, and also a group of resource persons that can 
contribute to improving the capacity of African countries to better 
define and articulate their rural development policy priorities.This 
strengthening of social and professional capital through regular 
contact between European development specialists and West African 
partners has generally increased trust and confidence in the value 
of partnerships. While the long termimpact of these programmes 
remains somewhat intangible at present, its importance and
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significance will become more apparent over years to come through 
other joint initiatives.

For future collaborative processes to effectively feed into policy, 
the timing of research and analytical work is key. It must be 
completed in a short space of time to feed into the current processes 
of donor spending reappraisal. However, this may limit the depth 
of analysis. Results also need to be presented in digestible, policy- 
oriented formats and disseminated through a variety of media (e.g. 
using electronic media, workshops and summary briefing papers).

Value of regional approaches

National governments and civil society can benefit from regional 
approaches in a number of ways. Despite the great diversity of 
contexts, the regional approach to analysing rural development 
and policy in each of the FBI programmes led, through the 
comparative analysis of country experiences, to the identification 
of key cross-cutting themes and issues. These provide useful 
foundations upon which the formulation of future rural 
development policies can be based.

Further, developing an improved understanding of major underlying 
trends in rural development thinking in the context of an awareness 
of regional policies and strategies (e.g. in the areas of land tenure, 
liberalisation in export sub-sectors, improved accountability of and 
increasing the demand-led nature of agricultural services) 
contributes to the shared goal of strengthening the capacities of 
development actors and African policy-makers. It particularly assists 
development actors within African countries to analyse their 
situations, helping to put their experiences in perspective in the 
wider context of the experience of other (neighbouring) African 
countries. It also helps them to identify practical ways to develop 
their institutions and activities.

Issues for which the regional approach is particularly useful include 
land and natural resource access, shared 'collective resources' (e.g. 
plant genetic material), liberalisation of sub-sectors (e.g. cocoa), 
and transborder issues (e.g. migration) (cf. Reseau d'Expertise sur 
les Politiques Agricoles (REPA)). Donor interest in funding REPA 
has been precisely to get a better balance between contributing to 
policy knowledge and building capacity to contribute to it - not 
simply focusing on implementing policy.

Actions to improve national dialogue on policy are not only 
necessary for effective natural resource management, but also 
contribute to other objectives such as good governance. Regional 
approaches should perhaps focus on mechanisms that support such
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national level processes rather than those that solely operate at the 
regional level. Certainly, from the perspective of DFID, national 
processes are currently paramount and it is important to identify 
exactly where regional approaches might add value in order to 
justify investment in them.

Linking micro, meso and macro levels

Whilst the three programmes generally did not focus on macro- 
level policy, they each yielded a wealth of new empirical case study 
data   particularly at the local, micro-level and intermediate or 
'meso'-level.This data covered linkages between national policies 
and the strategies followed by local people and their village level 
institutions. The data highlighted the importance of taking into 
account the diversity of local situations and the need for policy 
makers to draw on knowledge of local institutions, practices and 
contexts before formulating broad-brush policy agendas on rural 
development.

Policy process

• There is a need to place greater emphasis on understanding 
policy processes and processes of stakeholder interaction and 
learning.The processes of policy development, implementation 
and change need to be closely monitored and adapted in the 
face of changes in the wider context.

  Given the complexities of the issues and institutional structures 
involved in policy processes, it is important to take a pragmatic 
approach, setting modest goals and a specific, limited agenda at 
the outset on which to build rural development interventions. 
This links closely with the increasing recognition of the need 
to adopt a consultative, 'process' approach to developing 
successful rural development interventions.

  Successful policies depend on the extent to which the policy 
development process is claimed and owned by various 
stakeholders. Thus three key guiding questions are: how to 
identify relevant players/stakeholders? who are the target 
populations or relevant'public'? and to what extent are governments 
likely to accept public debate on national policy objectives?

Questions arising '•

• There is a tension between the thrust toward decentralisation 
and local empowerment and the risk of capture by local elites. 
Does local decision making need to be subject to national 
supervision to ensure fairness?There is a need to devolve power 
and decision making whilst maintaining accountability and 
fairness.
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Greater co-ordination 
among donors and 
between budgets 
managed by each donor 
is required.

  There is a need to continue to reflect on the future role of the 
state: in particular, what are the appropriate roles of civil society, 
the private sector and the state? Has the state been rolled back 
far enough, or indeed too far? What can civil society reasonably 
be expected to do and where are the limits?

Practical lessons and pointers for future action

Donor responsibilities

• Greater co-ordination among donors and between budgets 
managed by each donor is required.This is particularly important 
among EC member states, and in the context of CDFs. Such 
co-ordination is necessary to avoid incoherence and conflict 
between policies and interventions.

  Donors must strike a careful balance between working with 
national governments and working with civil society   especially 
given that the public policy debate must take place at the national 
level, albeit informed by local and regional level discussions.

Building capacities for policy formulation among 
African partners

  It is important to identify ways to strengthen further the 
capacities of different collaborators (national government 
departments concerned with rural development and agriculture, 
other national institutions, international and national NGOs, 
local development organisations and actors) to contribute to 
rural development policy formulation in partner developing 
countries. This will also facilitate enhanced policy dialogue 
between diverse actors.

  Policy initiatives must include, as a priority, building institutional 
capacity for enhanced national policy dialogue and long term 
support for the process of negotiation between actors at different 
levels in African partner countries.

  In order to take advantage of opportunities to make a timely 
impact on policy, it is important to maintain a regional capacity 
to respond rapidly to emerging issues and policy debates. 
Adequately resourced policy and information sharing networks 
at a regional level may be the best vehicles for this if the required 
skills training and technical capacities exist. Loose institutional 
contacts alone are not sufficient to mobilise information and 
analysis rapidly and effectively.

  Further in-depth examination of the process and results of case 
studies where agricultural policies have been negotiated between 
the state, farmers and farmers' organisations will be very valuable 
(e.g. with the CNCR in Senegal; the plan/contract for the 
cotton sub-sector in Mali and national consultation on
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agricultural policy in The Gambia). This could contribute to 
developing a methodology or approach that sets out key factors 
necessary (or best practice guidelines) for developing appropriate 
national agricultural and rural development policies.

  Farmers' organisations and other civil society actors need 
assistance in developing their strategic capacities to make 
decisions and influence policy through more effective 
engagement in processes of national dialogue'on development 
policies (e.g. PRSP consultations with civil society). However, 
the degree to which governments are sincerely interested in 
promoting genuine dialogue is unclear even as increasing 
numbers of donors group together to support PRSP / CDF. 
Further, there is the possibility that in this process, donors will 
lose some of their flexibility to work with or through a wide 
range of non-state actors (academics, civil society organisations, 
NGOs etc).

Sharing and disseminating results

  Modes for better dissemination of research findings to 
stakeholders and decision makers need to be developed, in order 
to ensure that investments in rural development initiatives count. 
There is increased need to find innovative ways of disseminating 
the results of collaborative research programmes and policy 
initiatives at the international, regional, national and local levels. 
The latter presents a significant challenge and requires 
information presented in a format accessible to local users (for 
example, use of meetings, radio, training modules and integration 
into farmers' organisation capacity building processes).There is 
also a need to establish channels by which the results of such 
initiatives can be fed into EC discussions and shared among 
member states and other EC actors.

  The results of the FBI projects could be presented to, and 
discussed with, the key actors concerned in the six study 
countries, for example farmers' organisations, NGOs, national 
agricultural service providers, other national and regional 
government bodies and the commercial private sector. These 
meetings could be used to identify the content of any training 
or information dissemination activities to strengthen local 
capacities.
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Relevance of studies to EC UK and French rural 
development policies

Relevance of findings: overview

The workshop concluded that the FBI programmes provide a 
number of valuable lessons for policy. These could feed into the 
EC's formulation of a rural development policy and also inform 
current rural development policy debates in the UK and France. 
In particular, attention was drawn to the wealth of data provided 
on local institutions and practices in West Africa that emerged from 
the various research programmes (see Section C, Appendix l.page 
73).

The studies contributed lessons on how to reduce rural poverty 
and the steps donors and their Southern partners need to take to 
work together more coherently. Specific lessons covered:
  the value of ad hoc initiatives of donor co-operation of this 

type;
  the value of a regional approach in West Africa in connection 

with issues concerning shared 'collective resources' (e.g. plant 
genetic material), transborder migration and liberalisation of 
commodity markets (e.g. cocoa)   despite transaction costs and 
a certain number of practical problems (conflicts of interest, 
competition, linguistic political barriers);

  the importance of empowering and building the capacities of 
rural people and their organisations so that they constitute an 
effective demand pull on the state and service providers;

  the need to take rural diversity and diverse livelihood strategies 
into account when constructing national policies and not to 
treat rural people as a homogeneous group with the same rights 
of access to resources;

  the need to find ways to connect the local, the national and the 
regional (micro-meso-macro linkages);

  the fact that successful collaboration is based on building genuine 
partnership and shared commitment, although it must be 
acknowledged that this can take time and often requires 
significant investments;

  the observation that collaborative research needs to have an 
institution-building component, which strengthens the 
technical, methodological and analytical capacities of West 
African partners;

  the need for partnership to begin early, at the stage of research 
planning, and the value of steering committees with members 
drawn from each of the sponsors of a research programme;

  the value-added in investing heavily in dissemination of the 
results of collaborative programmes and initiating dialogue with 
rural people and policy-makers to take issues forward;
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The EC would benefit 
from collating and 
summarising the results 
of different rural 
development initiatives 
promoted by member 
states and connecting 
them directly to EC 
strategic planning 
processes and domains 
of intervention.

  the need for donors and other international actors to promote 
full national dialogue and negotiation over development policy;

  the observation that the capacities of farmers' organisations and 
other non-governmental actors to effectively engage in processes 
of national dialogue that influence policy (e.g. PRSPs) are 
limited, and that there is therefore a need to promote human 
resource development in these;

  the conclusion that member state initiatives like the FBI can 
provide rich micro level data to inform EC rural development 
policy and wider EC strategic planning processes, given that 
the EC has a limited capacity for micro level data collection; 
and finally

  that future regional initiatives could increase their policy 
relevance by taking into account current important national 
level processes, for example PRSP development, holistic 
livelihoods approaches, sector-wide approaches, country-level 
CDFs and commitments to meet international development 
targets.

Key issues and lessons

The FBI programmes provided insights in the following areas.
• New data on livelihoods strategies and assets. The data 

collected on livelihoods, livelihood strategies and assets available 
to a range of rural producers provide information on entry 
points to support poor rural peoples livelihoods in a wide range 
ofWest African contexts.

• Linking micro, meso and macro levels - lessons for the 
EC. While the EC has much practical experience in strategy 
formulation and in implementing rural development 
programmes in collaboration with partners, it has been less 
successful in linking practical experience and micro-level data 
with strategy formulation. The EC would benefit from 
developing ways of collecting and summarising the results and 
knowledge of different rural development initiatives being 
promoted by member states and connecting them directly to 
EC strategic planning processes and domains of intervention.

• Examples of how the results of bilateral initiatives on 
rural development can contribute to rural development 
policy formulation.The EC can play a pivotal role in sharing 
information on collaborative initiatives. It can encourage and 
support further collaborative initiatives among EU members 
and strengthen the processes by which these can feed into the 
EC's decision-making processes and selection of specific rural 
development interventions.
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Taking issues forward: policy applications

Four key areas for taking forward issues raised in the FBI 
programmes were identified.
• Future co-funded regional initiatives. New French and 

British co-funding of rural development initiatives might be 
possible, but should be based on themes that fit with the specific 
policy orientations of both donors and the priorities of West 
African partners.Where themes emerge with clear commitment 
from West African partners, this would provide most potential 
for capitalising on the results of these programmes.

• EC funds for collaborative regional initiatives. The EC 
could be encouraged to set aside regional funds for further 
collaborative initiatives between European and African actors 
on rural development in West and Central Africa as it has a 
specific mandate for regional initiatives.

• Informing the on-going process of formulating EC rural 
development policy and strategy.While the EC has limited 
capacity to increase its own collection of micro-level data on 
diverse rural contexts, it can draw on the rich micro and meso- 
level data and analysis by these and other member state initiatives 
(such as the work of IIED on pastoral organisations and by 
GRET on poverty and inequality) to inform the development 
of more pertinent and appropriate rural development co 
operation policies and frameworks which take into account 
the lessons from local organisations, institutions, rights and 
resources, and are built on the principle of subsidiarity, passing 
responsibility for decisions to institutions at the lowest practical 
level.

• Informing a wider range of rural development policy 
actors. To effectively inform UK, French and EC rural 
development interventions in Africa, contributions from these 
programmes could be submitted to the websites and other 
dissemination media managed by or for DFID, the MAE, the 
EC (the rurpol web-site), Inter-Reseaux, Cirad, ODI and 
IIED. 16 The results of the FBI and other key national or bilateral 
initiatives could be presented and discussed at the planned annual 
EC rural development forum.

16 These websites are provided as examples and are not intended to be 
exclusive.
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Appendix 1: List of documents and publications produced by FBI 
Programmes

1. Land tenure and resource access in West Africa (GRET/HED)
Co-ordinators: Philippe Lavigne Delville (GRET), Camilla Toulmin and Judy Longbottom 
(IIED)

Publications
Cubrillo M. and Goislard, C., (eds), 1999. Bibliographic et lexique du foncier en Afrique. Ministere

de la Cooperation/Karthala, Paris. 
GRET/Cooperation francaise, 1998. Foncier rural, ressources renouvelables et developpement dans les pays

ACP, repertoire. Paris. 
IIED, 2000. Land Tenure Lexicon: A Glossary of Terms from English and French speaking West

Africa. IIED, London. 
IIED, 1999. Land Tenure and Resource Access in West Africa: Issues and Opportunities for the Next

Twenty-five Years. IIED, London. 
IIED, 1999. Regimes fonciers et acces aux ressources naturelles en Afrique de 1'Ouest: Questions et

opportunites pour les 25 ans a venir. IIED, London. 
Lavigne Delville, P, Toulmin, C and Traore, S. (eds), 2000. Gerer le foncier rural en Afrique de I'Quest:

Dynamiques foncieres. et interventions publiques. Karthala   URED. 
Lavigne Delville, P, (ed), 1998. Quelles politiques foncieres pour I'Afrique rurale? Reconcilier pratiques,

legitimite et legalite, Karthala   Cooperation Francaise. 
Lavigne Delville P., 1999. Comment articuler legislation nationale et droits fonciers locaux : experiences

en Afrique de 1'ouest francophone. Dossier Zones Andes, No. 86. IIED, London. 
Lavigne Delville P., 1999. Harmonising formal law and customary land rights in French-speaking

West Africa Drylands programme. Issues Paper No.86. IIED, London. 
Lavigne Delville P., 1998. Foncier rural, ressources renouvelables et developpement en Afrique. Coll.

Rapports d'etudes, Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres   Cooperation et francophonie. Paris. (English
version included: Rural land tenure, renewable resources and development in Africa). 

Mortimore. M.. 1997. History and evolution of land tenure and administration in West Africa,
Drylands Issue Paper No. 71, IIED, London. 

Mortimore, M., 1997. Histoire et evolution des regimes fanciers et de 1'administration en Afrique
occidentale. Dossier Zones Arides, No. 71. IIED, London. 

Toulmin, C., Lavigne Delville, P., and Traore S., (eds), forthcoming. The Dynamics of Resource Tenure in
West Africa, James Currey and Africa World Press, London.

Reports
Amanor, K.S. and Diderutuah, M.K., 2000. Land and citrus contracts in the oil palm and citrus belt

of Ghana. Report prepared for regional workshop at Ouagadougou. June, 2000. 
Anikpo, M., 2000. Derived rights and the security of tenancy in Oyigbo Local Government Area

(LGA), Rivers State, Nigeria. A case study of Obigbo and Ndoki communities. Report prepared
for regional workshop at Ouagadougou, June. 

Bregeot G., 1998. Droits delegues en Afrique noire : revue a partir de la litterature francophone.
Document preparatoire pour la recherche, GRET/IIED.
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DFID / French Ministry of Cooperation, 1998. Land policy brief for the Committee of Ministers of
Agriculture of West and Central Africa. 

Dittoh, S., 2000. Derived rights for gaining access to farm land in northern Ghana. Report prepared
for regional workshop at Ouagadougou, June. 

Edja, H.,-2000. Droits delegues d'acces a la terre et aux resources naturelles dans le sud du Benin.
Report prepared for regional workshop at Ouagadougou, June. 

Kasanga, K. and Kotey, N.A., 2000. State Land tenure Administration and Modes for Land Resource
Management at Regional and Local Levels. IIED, London. 

Goislard C., 1997. Stage: Foncier rural, ressources renouvelables et developpement. Compte rendu,
GRET. 

Goislard C., 1996. Stage: Foncier rural, ressources renouvelables et developpement. Compte rendu,
GRET. 

GRET/IIED, 1999. Les droits delegues d'acces a la terre et aux ressources : negotiation, renegotiation,
securisation. Compte rendu de 1'atelier d'Accra. 

lyebi-Mandjek, O., 2000. Dynamique des droits delegues au nord du Cameroun: le cas des Mafa du
piemont nord des monts Mandara'. Report prepared for regional workshop at Ouagadougou,
June. 

Mamman, A. B., 2000. The incidence and nature of derived rights in the Sokoto Rima Basin, N W
Nigeria. Report prepared for regional workshop at Ouagadougou, June. 

Ndiaye, I.C., 2000.Transferts temporaries et definitifs des droits de la terre a Mboyo et a Guede Wuro
(department de Podor). Report prepared for regional workshop at Ouagadougou, June. 

Pare, L., 2000. Les droits delegues dans 1'aire cotonniere du Burkina Faso. Report prepared for
regional workshop at Ouagadougou, June. 

Tijani, A.I., Daura, M.M. and Gazali, W.A., 2000. Derived land rights in Lake Alau, north-east
Nigeria. Report prepared for regional workshop at Ouagadougou, June. 

Universite de Saint Louis/GRET/IIED (eds), 1997. Managing Land tenure and Resource Access in
West Africa: Proceedings of a Regional Workshop held at Goree, Senegal. Ministere de la
Cooperation / ODA.

Internet resources
The Drylands Issue Paper series are available on IIED's website (vvfww.iied.org).

GRET has launched a website on land tenure issues: Ressources Internet sur le Foncier, analyse de 
I'existant, GRET, 1999. Also: Goislard C., 2000: Projet de site Internet francophone: fonder, 
ressources renouvelables et developpement, exploitation des questionnaires par rapport a 
1'interet du projet'. GRET.

2. Research - extension - farmers' organisation linkages (ODI/ CIRAD/ 
CORAF).
Co-ordinators: Karim Hussein (RPEG, ODI) and Pierre-Marie Bosc (CIRAD-Tera) 

Reports
Bosc, P.M., Bourdel, C., Dulcire, M., Oyep, J.E., Hussein, K., Sibelet, N. and Zoundi, J., 1999. 

CORAF Initiative: Strengthening Research-Extension-Farmers' Organisation Linkages in West 
and Central Africa. Overview paper. A study prepared for CORAF, UK DFID and the French 
Ministere de la Cooperation. ITAD Ltd, ODI and CIRAD. June (also in French).

Bourdel, C., Hussein, K., Oyep, J.E., Zoundi, J.1999. Initiative CORAF : Renforcer la collaboration 
entre la recherche, la vulgarisation et les organisations paysannes en Afrique de 1'ouest et du
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centre - Etudes de terrain Burkina Faso. A study prepared for CORAF, UK DFID and the 
French Ministere de la Cooperation. ITAD/ODI and CIRAD. Mai.

Dulcire, M., Hussein, K., and Oyep, J.E., 1999. Initiative CORAF : Renforcer la collaboration entre 
la recherche, la vulgarisation et les organisations paysannes en Afrique de 1'ouest et du centre   
Etudes de terrain Cameroun. A study prepared for CORAF, UK DFID and the French Ministere 
de la Cooperation. ITAD/ODI and CIRAD. Mai.

Dulcire, M., Hussein, K., OyepJ.E., and 1999. CORAF Initiative: Strengthening Research-Extension- 
Farmers' Organisation Linkages in West and Central Africa. Field Studies: Ghana. A study prepared 
for CORAF, UK DFID and the French Ministere de la Cooperation. ITAD Ltd, ODI and 
CIRAD. May.

Hussein, K., Sibelet, N., Oyep, E.O., ZoundiJ.S., 1999. CORAF Initiative: Strengthening Research- 
Extension-Farmers' Organisation Linkages in West and Central Africa. Field Studies: The Gambia. 
A study prepared for CORAF, UK DFID and the French Ministere de la Cooperation. ITAD 
Ltd, ODI and CIRAD.

Hussein, K., OyepJ.E., Sibelet, N., and ZoundiJ., 1999. CORAF Initiative: Strengthening Research- 
Extension-Farmers' Organisation Linkages in West and Central Africa. Field Studies: The Gambia. 
A study prepared for CORAF, UK DFID and the French Ministere de la Cooperation. ITAD 
Ltd, ODI and CIRAD. May.

Bosc, P.M., OyepJ.E., and ZoundiJ., 1999. Initiative CORAF : Renforcer la collaboration entre la 
recherche, la vulgarisation et les organisations paysannes en Afrique de 1'ouest et du centre   
Etudes de terrain Guinee. A study prepared for CORAF, UK DFID and the French Ministere de 
la Cooperation. ITAD/ODI and CIRAD. Mai.

Bosc, P.M., Bourdel, C., Dulcire, M., OyepJ.E., Hussein, K., Sibelet, N. and ZoundiJ., 1999. Initiative 
CORAF : Renforcer la collaboration entre la recherche, la vulgarisation et les organisations 
paysannes en Afrique de 1'ouest et du centre - Synthese et propositions. A study prepared for 
CORAF, UK DFID and the French Ministere de la Cooperation. ITAD/ODI and CIRAD. Juin.

AkinwumiJ.A., 1999. CORAF Initiative: Strengthening Research-Extension-Farmers' Organisation 
Linkages in West and Central Africa. Field Studies: Nigeria. A study prepared for CORAF, UK 
DFID and the French Ministere de la Cooperation.

Internet resources
  All available at: http://wbln0018.worldbank.org/essd/essd.nsf/producer/casestudies

i ODI/CIRAD 1999. FEPRODEX:The Federation de producteurs d'oignons de 1'Extreme
Nord (Maroua): Developing farmers' organisation for onion production in Northern Cameroon, 

ii ODI/CIRAD 1999. ODI/CIRAD 1999.The Community Seed Project: Collaboration
between Ministry of Food and Agriculture, the Savanna Agricultural Research Institute and
seed production groups in northern Ghana, 

iii ODI/CIRAD 1999. Sesame Growers'Associations: Partnership between Sesame Growers'
Associations, Catholic Relief Services, research and extension:The birth of a dynamic farmers'
movement? 

iv ODI/CIRAD 1999. The Nyameng Kunda Kambeng Kafo: Partnership with ActionAid The
Gambia for Sesame Seed Production and Processing, 

v ODI/CIRAD 1999. Collaboration entre le Diocese de Diebougou, les producteurs et
1'Institut de I'Environnernent et des Recherches Agricoles (INERA) pour 1'adaptation et la
diffusion de technologies relatives au niebe dans le Sud-Ouest du Burkina, 

vi ODI/CIRAD 1999. Developpement et diffusion de 1'innovation au sein d'une OP, et liaisons
avec la recherche: deux exemples dans le cadre de la Federation des Groupements Naams
(FUGN) au Burkina Faso.
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  Available at: www.livelihoods.org (under: SLRG, Policy Institutions and Processes sub-group, 
Papers)
vii K. Hussein, 2000. Farmers' organisations and agricultural technology: institutions that give 

farmers a voice.
  See also RPEG section of ODI website: www.odi.org.uk/rpeg/

3. West and Centrai Africa cocoa policy research and analysis networking
Co-ordinators: Andrew Lawson (OPM), Jim Gilling (OPM) and Bruno Losch (CIRAD- 
Tera).

Reports
Shepherd, A., 1997. Concept note: the Impact of Liberalisation in the West African Cocoa Sector.

Prepared for UK DFID, University of Birmingham, June. 
West and Central Africa Cocoa Policy Research Networking, 1998. Project Memorandum. Prepared

for UK DFID and the French Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres. University of Birmingham,
OPM, Cirad, July. 

Daviron, B., Gilling, J., Losch, B., 1999. Reseau d'expertise sur les politiques cacaoyeres en Afrique
de 1'Ouest et du Centre. Compte-rendu de la phase 1. Cirad-OPM, fevrier. 

Reseau d'expertise et de recherche sur les politiques cacaoyeres en Afrique de 1'Ouest et du Centre,
en cours. Actes de 1'atelier regional sur la liberalisation des filieres cacaoyeres en Afrique de
1'Ouest et du Centre, Abidjan 16-18 novembre 1998.

Papers presented at the regional seminar
A regional seminar on West and Central African Cocoa Policy was held in Abidjan, Cote 
d'lvoire in November 1998. Some 20 papers on cocoa policy and production in West Africa 
were tabled (see below).

H. Mamaah
Ministry of Finance - Ghana

B. Losch and B. Daviron 
CIRAD (France)

R. Simmons, LMC (England)

J. Mclntire and P. Varangis 
World Bank

F. Ruf
CIRAD (France)

S. Fambon 
FASEG (Cameroon)

K. Oussou
CIRES (Cote d'lvoire)

J. Amoah 
COCOBOD (Ghana)

K. Burger
Free University (Amsterdam)

Cocoa liberalisation in Ghana: recent developments and 
new perspectives

Cocoa liberalisation in West and Central Africa - elements 
of analysis

The experience of the coffee sector

Reforming cocoa marketing and pricing in Cote d'lvoire

Liberalisation of the Cote d'lvoire cocoa sector - some 
lessons from the 'free market' in Sulawesi, Indonesia

Crisis, economic reform and the performance of the 
cocoa sector in Cameroon

The implications of liberalisation on the cocoa sector 
in Cote d'lvoire

Cocoa liberalisation in Ghana: recent developments and 
outstanding policy research issues

The market for cocoa and chocolate - liberalisation and 
the EU directive on substitute fats
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K. Evlo and A. Mensah 
FASEG (Togo)

K. Tession 
FASEG (Togo)

T. Defo
FASEG (Cameroon)

F. Olokesusi 
NISER (Nigeria)

B. Akanji 
NISER (Nigeria)

S. Kalilou
CIRES (Cote d'lvoire)

Y. Assamoi
BNETD (Cote d'lvoire)

S. Akande 
NISER (Nigeria)

G. Gohou
World Bank (Cote d'lvoire)

B. Francis, Cameroon

T. Onouga
CICC (Cameroon)

A. Adegeye and Y Yusuf 
University of Ibadan (Nigeria)
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The macroeconomic impact of liberalisation reforms 
for the Togo cocoa sector

Liberalisation policies and the cocoa sector in Togo: an 
economic efficiency approach

Structural adjustment, demand and supply in the Cameroon 
cocoa sector

Pesticide use in cocoa production and its environmental 
effects under liberalisation in Ondo State

Liberalisation and market transformation in the cocoa 
economy of Nigeria - profiles and performance

A simulation of the impact of liberalisation on comparative 
advantage in the Ivorian cocoa sector

Liberalisation policies and strategies of cocoa 
stakeholders in Cote d'lvoire

Impact of liberalisation on fiscal development in cocoa and 
non-cocoa producing areas of Nigeria

The impact of liberalisation on the price differential 
differential for Cote d'lvoire cocoa

Determinants of Cameroon cocoa experts: 1970-97

Liberalisation of cocoa markets in Cameroon and its impact 
on cocoa production in Cameroon

The structural adjustment programme in Nigeria and its 
effects on cocoa production, marketing and quality control

D. Atse, CIRES (Cote d'lvoire) Policy reforms in cocoa marketing: the case for email.
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Appendix 2: Participant contact list

France
Bruno Vindel 
bruno.vindel@diplomatie.fr

OLivier Durand 
olivier.durand@diplomatie.fr

Marc Levy 
Levy@gret.org

Jean-Pierre Chauveau 
chauveau@mpl.ird.fr

Bruno Losch 
losch@cirad.fr

Pierre-Marie Bosc 
bosc@cirad.fr

Denis Pesche

Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres, DGCID-DCT/EPS 
Tel: +33 (0)1 53 69 30 40 Fax: +33 (0)1 53 69 33 19

Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres, DGCID-DCT/EPS 
Tel: +33 (0)1 53 69 30 64 Fax: +33 (0)1 53 69 33 19

GRET
213 rue Lafayette, 75010 PARIS
Tel: +33 (0)1 40 05 61 31, Fax: +33 (0)1 40 05 61 10

IRD
BP 5045, 34032 Montpellier cedex
Tel: +33 (0)4 67 63 69 71

CIRAD-TERA
Programme Agricultures familiales, TA 60/15,
73 Avenue J.F. Breton, 34398 Montpellier Cedex 5
Tel: +33(0)4 67 61 55 55 Fax : +33 (0) 4 67 61 44 15

CIRAD-TERA 

Inter-Reseaux
denis.pesche@inter-reseaux.org 32 rue Le Peletier, 75009 PARIS

Tel: +33 (0)1 42 46 57 13 Tel: +33 (0)1 42 46 57 13

UK
Alison Kennedy 
a-kennedy@dfid.gov.uk

Jim Harvey 
jim-harvey@dfid.gov.uk

Derrick Akintade 
d-akintade@dfid.gov.uk

Jeremy Stickings 
J.C.Stickings@gre.ac.uk

Jim Gilling 
james.gilling@opml.co.uk

Brendan Bayley 
brendan.bayley@opml.co.uk

Camilla Toulmin 
camilla.toulmin@iied.org

Ced Hesse 
ced.hesse@iied.org

West and North Africa Dept, DFID 
94 Victoria Street, London SW1E 5JL 
Tel: +44 (0)207917 7000

Rural Livelihoods Department, DFID 

Rural Livelihoods Department, DFID

NRInternational
Central Avenue, Chatham Maritime, Kent ME4 4TB
Tel: +44 (0)1634 883 084

Oxford Policy Management Ltd
6 St Aldates Courtyard, 38 St Aldates, Oxford 0X1 1BN
Tel: +44 (0) 1865 207 300 Fax: +44 (0) 1865 250 580

Oxford Policy Management Ltd

IIED-Drylands Programme
4 Hanover Street, Edinburgh EH2 2EN, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)131 624 7040 Fax:+44 (0)131 624 7050

IIED-Drylands Programme
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Melissa Leach 
m.Leach@ids.ac.uk

Simon Maxwell (Director) 
s.maxwell@odi.org.uk

John Farrington 
j.farrington@odi.org.uk

Karim Hussein 
k.hussein@odi.org.uk

Tom Slaymaker 
t.slaymaker@odi.org.uk

Sylvie Cordier 
s.cordier@odi.org.uk

West Africa
Dr Jean Sibiri Zoundi 
zoundi@hotmail.com or 
zoundi@fasonet.bf

Abba Isa Tijani 
abbatijani@hotmail.com

EC consultant,
Rural Development Policy
Luc Lefebvre (Director) 
luc.lefebvre@ade.be

Institute of Development Studies
University of Sussex, Palmer, Brighton BN1 9RE
Tel: +44 (0)1273 606 261

Overseas Development Institute (ODI)
111 Westminster Bridge Road, London SE1 7JD
Tel: +44(0)20 7922 0300, Fax: +44(0)20 7922 0399

ODI Rural Policy and Environment Group

ODI Rural Policy and Environment Group

ODI Rural Policy and Environment Group

ODI Rural Policy and Environment Group

Natural Resources Management & Production System Dept 
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Appendix 3: Workshop programme

Objectives of the workshop

Since 1995, three West Africa focused rural development initiatives have been jointly funded 
under the Franco-British Initiative (FBI) covering the following themes:
  research - extension - farmers' organisation linkages;
  land tenure; and
  cocoa policy research and networking

This workshop aims to capitalise on the products of this collaborative process and contribute 
to the improvement of development co-operation policy in West Africa.The specific objectives 
of the workshop are to share the results and outputs of these collaborative programmes, 
elaborate a constructive criticism of the process of collaboration (the benefits and the 
limitations) and inform current and future EC, French and British rural development policy. 
The workshop will also draw lessons from a small number of experiences outside the FBI.

Time Topic Session co-ordinator

Day 1

10.30

11.00

11.10

11.30

12.15

13.00

14.00

14.45

15.15

15.30

16.00

16.30

Coffee in ODI Meeting Room 

Welcome and opening

Introduction and overview :
Presentation of the Franco-British Initiative
Presentation of the workshop objectives & programme
Introduction of participants

PROCESS, RESULTS AND OUTPUTS

Study 1: Land Tenure and Derived Rights

Study 2: West and Central Africa Cocoa Policy 
Research and Networking

Sandwich lunch provided

Study 3: Research-Extension-Farmers' Organisation 
linkages

LESSONS FROM OTHER INITIATIVES

Pastoral Organisations

Coffee Break

Poverty and Public Policy

EC Rural Development Policy

Plenary discussion: Identifying cross-cutting 
themes, operational issues and practical lessons 
for policy to structure working group discussions

Simon Maxwell, ODI

Karim Hussein, ODI 
Denis Pesche, IR

Camilla Toulmin (IIED) 
Jean-Pierre Chauveau (IRD) 
Abba Isa Tijani

Bruno Losch (CIRAD) 
Jim Gilling (0PM)

Pierre-Marie Bosc (CIRAD) 
Karim Hussein (ODI) 
Jean Zoundi (INERA)

Ced Hesse(IIED)

Marc Levy (GRET/IRD) 

Luc Lefebvre (ADE)

Facilitation : 
Camilla Toulmin, IIED 
Bruno Losch, CIRAD
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Time Topic Session co-ordinator

17.45 Summing up and organisation of working groups

18.00 End of Day One

19.00 Workshop Dinner, Waterloo

Day 2

09.00

LESSONS FOR POLICY

Overview of the previous day / Introduction to working groups Karim Hussein 
Denis Pesche

09.15 Break up into 2 working groups to discuss cross-cutting themes, 
operational issues and practical Lessons for policy

10.45 Coffee

11.15 Plenary:
- Report back from working groups (15 minutes each)
- Discussion of Lessons for EC, French and UK policy 
and rural development practice

12.30 Sandwich lunch provided

CONCLUSIONS AND WAYS FORWARD

13.30 Panel discussion on rural institutions and policies for improved 
livelihoods and poverty reduction: Bruno Vindel; Jim Harvey; 
Luc Lefebvre; Jeremy Stickings

15.00 Coffee

15.30 Concluding debate and taking issues forward

16.30- Summing up 
16.45

Chair:
Karim Hussein
Denis Pesche

Chair:
John Farrington

Chair: J.S. Zoundi 
with Karim Hussein 
and Denis Pesche

Karim Hussein 
Denis Pesche
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Appendix 4: Workshop Organisers

The Overseas Development Institute

The Overseas Development Institute (GDI) is the UK's leading independent policy research 
institute in international development and humanitarian issues. Its mission is to inspire 
and inform policy and practice which lead to the reduction of poverty, the alleviation of 
suffering and the achievement of sustainable livelihoods in developing countries. It does 
this by bringing together high-quality applied research, practical policy advice and policy- 
focused dissemination and debate.

ODI has an international and multidisciplinary body of core staff and research associates. 
These work with partners in the public and private sectors in both developing and developed 
countries. ODI has a strong international reputation for rigorous policy-oriented development 
research and practice.

ODI also operates an extensive programme of publication and dissemination linking 
researchers, policy-makers and practitioners in the North and South. It holds a number of 
meeting series and international workshops on current topics of development policy interest. 
ODI also provides research support and advice to Parliamentary Select Committees and to 
the All Party Parliamentary Group on Overseas Development. Many publication series produced 
by ODI (research reports, natural resource perspectives and briefing papers series, journals) 
are publicly available through its website: www.odi.org.uk

The Rural Policy and Environment Group

The Rural Policy and Environment Group conducts interdisciplinary research, in collaboration 
with Southern partners, on the development of a more sustainable relationship between 
natural resources and rural livelihoods. The research focuses on both new methodologies 
and on policy and institutional change. RPEG has major programmes on conflict, livelihoods 
and biodiversity in relation to agriculture and NR management. The environmental and rural 
development agenda is complex and changing, and RPEG responds to its challenges through 
policy and advisory work and through its networks for information dissemination and 
exchange. RPEG includes specialists from social and natural science backgrounds, examining 
institutional, socio-economic, sociological, anthropological, political science and policy 
issues in the natural resources and environmental context.

RPEG has played a leading role in the promotion of a sustainable rural livelihoods perspective 
and has extensive experience of applied research in support of innovative systems for 
environmental development, technology generation and dissemination. RPEG publishes the 
Agricultural Research and Extension Network focusing on policy and institutional issues in 
relation to technology change in agriculture. It also publishes the series of Key Sheets for 
DFID: and the Sustainable Livelihoods Guidance Sheets.
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Inter-Resect ux

Inter-Reseaux brings together more than 3000 members from various professional fields, 
from both the North and South: farmers' organisations, consultancy firms, international 
solidarity organisations, researchers, trainers, academic bodies, administrative and aid 
professionals, representatives from the private sector and decentralised cooperation. The 
members of Inter-Reseaux are present in 60 countries. More than one hundred members are 
located in ten of the French-speaking African countries: Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal, 
Cameroon, Cote d'lvoire, Togo, Benin, Niger, Guinea and Chad.

The main objectives of Inter-Reseaux are:
  To increase and renew awareness of the need for North-South cooperation in the field of 
rural development.
  To present initiatives from producer organisations, and on a more extensive level, initiatives 
from rural populations.

To achieve these objectives, Inter-Reseaux increases the forums for debate between those 
involved in the rural development of the countries from the South. Inter-Reseaux uses an 
approach that directly links partners from the South to its activities. This association can 
take various forms: support in organising meetings, collaborative publications with the 
South, exchanges between members in similar, geographic regions, the compilation of 
country directories, etc.

Inter-Reseaux's orientations are defined by a steering committee that meets on a trimestrial 
basis. Based in Paris, its administrative staff (six persons) assures the co-ordination of 
activities. Currently supported by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Inter-Reseaux 
pursues its objectives through a framework of thematic groups, the organisation of meetings 
and seminars and through its publications and directories.

Every three months, Inter-Reseaux members receive the bulletin Grain de Sel presenting 
network activities, original initiatives in rural development, and providing thought-provoking 
articles on issues of international cooperation.

The Thematic Groups are designed to make in-depth examinations of important and 
controversial issues in rural development, and to bring to light the political, economic and 
social challenges they pose. For the 1999-2000 period, Inter-Reseaux is working in the 
following areas:
  How to support farmers and rural organisations
  Financing agriculture
  Improve use of new communication technology in rural development

Website: www.inter-reseaux.org
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Appendix 5: Further contacts

The contact details for participating institutions (ODI, IIED, OPM, GRJ3T, CIRAD-TERA, 
and ADE) are given on the inside cover and those of individual workshop participants are 
given in Appendix 2. The authors can be contacted as follows:

Karim Hussein k.hussein@odi.org.uk
Denis Pesche denis.pesche@inter-reseaux.org
Tom Slaymaker t.slaymaker@odi.org.uk

In addition, contact details for the EC and CORAF/WECARD who contributed funds for 
the studies are given below:

Dr. Ndiaga Mbaye ndiaga@sonatel.senet.net
Executive Secretary
CORAF/WECARD
BP 8237
Dakar-Yoff
Senegal

Mr. Philip Mikos philip.mikos@cec.eu.int
Directorate-General Development
European Commission
Brussels
Belgium
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This publication presents a summary of the results of three joint Franco-British West African research 
programmes undertaken since 1996 on rural development in West and Central Africa. Each programme was 

undertaken with regional partners. These research programmes focused on the following three themes:

  Strengthening linkages between agricultural research, extension and producer organisations 

.   Land tenure and access to natural resources
  Cocoa sector policy

The programmes contributed to an improved understanding of recent changes in rural West Africa 

through studies undertaken by teams of French, British and African researchers and development 
practitioners. These studies also identified and analysed new trends that need to be taken into account 

in the process of formulating development aid policies, provided lessons as to how to improve the 
capacities of West African partners, and, through continuous exchange on methods and results between 

French, British and African partners, brought closer the concepts and approaches used by anglophone 
and francophone researchers to analyse strategies for rural development.

The results of these programmes demonstrate the importance of encouraging international exchange 
and collaboration on rural development themes of common interest and of adopting approaches that 
permit information and experience to be shared between several African countries. The research 

programmes also added value by drawing together the expertise and professional experience of two 
member states of the European Union. By doing so, it is hoped that this will contribute positively to the 

process of developing a European rural development aid policy that will be able to effectively address 
the challenges of rural development in Africa.

Ce document est une synthese des resultats de trois programmes de recherche conjoints franco- 

britannique Afrique de ['Quest menes depuis 1996 dans le domaine du deveioppement rural en Afrique de 
I'Ouest et du Centre. Chaque programme a ete entrepris avec des partenaires de I'Afrique de I'Ouest. Ces 

programmes ont ports sur les themes suivants :

  Les relations entre la recherche agrjcole, la vulgarisation et les organisations de producteurs
  Les questions fonderes et I'acces aux ressources naturelles.

  Les politiques du secteur cacao.

Ces programmes ont permis de mieux comprendre les evolutions recentes en milieu rural africain, a 
trovers des etudes realisees par des equipes de chercheurs et praticiens du deveioppement Quest Africains, 
Franfais et Britannique. Ils ont aussi permis d'identifier et d'analyser les nouvelles tendances a prendre en 
compte dans la formulation des politiques d'aide au deveioppement, d'ameliorer les capadtes des 
partenaires Quest africains et de rapprocher les conceptions des acteurs et chercheurs francophones et 
anglophones sur les strategies de deveioppement rural par un echange permanent sur les methodes de 
travail et les resultats.

Les resultats de ces programmes temoignent de ('importance d'avoir des echanges internationaux dans 
des domaines d'interets communs et d'adopter des demarches permettant le portage d'information et 
d'experiences entre plusieurs pays africains. Ils constituent aussi une initiative qui valorise des competences 
et des experiences professionnelles de deux pays membres de I'Union europeenne et esperent en cela 
contribuer a I'elaboration de la politique europeenne de cooperation au deveioppement rural en. mesure de 
relever les defis du monde rural africain.


